
ABSTRACT 

 

BROWER, CURTIS MATTHEW. What are the Practical Leadership Activities and Behaviors of 

School Principals and District Leaders that Develop a Growth Mindset Environment in Schools? 

(Under the direction of Dr. Timothy Drake). 

 

 

This study explores the practical leadership activities and behaviors of school principals 

and district leaders that develop a growth mindset environment in schools. Eleven participants 

from a large urban southeastern school district contributed to the study. The participants included 

seven principals and six district leaders, two of whom served in both roles. This study is 

particularly important because the phenomenon of growth mindset environment is relatively new 

to education and the findings of the study may be of interest to principals and district leaders for 

future practice, planning, and reform. 

Many of the findings at the district level were consistent with the findings at the school 

level, and similar themes emerged in answer to both research questions. Although the principals 

participated in the district Effective Teacher Framework (ETF) professional development 

together, each of the seven principals launched their individual school’s growth mindset journey 

in a variety of ways. The practical leadership activities and behaviors discovered encompassed 

thirteen themes. 

A growth mindset environment does not just happen. Rather, the concept must be 

ingrained in the culture a leader creates. Along with intentionality, district leaders, principals, 

and all staff must model growth mindset for other staff, students, and families. The more 

frequently staff, students, and families hear and internalize the language of growth mindset, the 

more it will be become embedded in a school’s environment.
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 Mindset has become an important topic in the field of education (Aronson & Good, 2002; 

Blackwell et al., 2007; Dweck, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2012; Dweck & Yeagar, 2019; Hochanandel & 

Finamore, 2015; Mawer, 2014; Sauce & Matzel, 2018; Yeager et al., 2014; Yeager et al., 2017; 

Yeager et al., 2019). Mindset has been described as a self-perception or self-theory that people 

hold about themselves, and it has been found to profoundly affect the way individuals lead their 

lives (Dweck, 2006). Researchers define mindset according to being static (i.e., a fixed mindset) 

or malleable (i.e., a growth mindset). This is true for the education setting and academic growth 

as well. Dweck (2006) has shown “individuals with a fixed mindset believe their intelligence is 

simply an inborn trait—they have a certain amount and that's that. In contrast, individuals with a 

growth mindset believe that they can develop their intelligence over time” (Dweck, 2010, p. 16).  

A growth mindset matters in schools. While principals are faced with many demands and 

a continuous stream of new initiatives, research justifies the importance of creating a growth 

mindset environment. For example, many peer-reviewed journal articles and how-to guidebooks 

have demonstrated benefits for students as a result of implementing a growth mindset in schools. 

Some of the benefits include relentlessly believing in effort; accepting and embracing challenges; 

seeing mistakes as learning opportunities; asking questions to drive learning forward; taking 

risks and trying new things; having resiliency when faced with setbacks; believing that 

intelligence, ability, and personality can be developed; reaching higher levels of achievement 

during challenging school transitions; accomplishing greater completion rates in demanding 

school courses; and believing in the Power of “Yet” (Aronson, Fried, & Good, 2002; Blackwell 

et al., 2007; Dweck, 2006, 2009, 2012; Dweck & Yeagar, 2019; Hochanandel & Finamore, 
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2015; Mawer, 2014; Sauce & Matzel, 2018; Yeager et al., 2014; Yeager et al., 2017; Yeager et 

al., 2019). These findings clearly articulate the power of a growth mindset environment, 

including the positive impact and possible enhancement of increased student achievement. 

    The origins of research on mindset can be traced to several foundational theories. 

Peterson and Seligman (1984) found certain associations (positive or negative) are made when 

individuals are faced with challenges and people act on those ideas in various ways, expecting 

the same results. Nolen-Hoeksema, Girgus, and Seligman’s (1986) theoretical stance on learned 

helplessness, learned optimism, and causal attributions or explanatory style also supports the 

theory of mindset. Some children tend to explain academic failure in terms of stable or global 

causes and explain success in terms of specific causes (Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 1986). Academic 

self-concept (ASC) is the theory that an individual’s self-concept influences achievement (Guay 

et al., 2003).  

Dweck studied different views of ability, which she called implicit theories of 

intelligence (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). These ideas were called theories because they were 

potentially falsifiable ideas about what intelligence is and how it might work. She called them 

implicit because she believed people were often unaware of them. The two implicit theories were 

originally called entity and incremental theories, but Dweck later changed the names to the more 

user-friendly terms of fixed and growth mindsets (Dweck, 2006; Yeager et al., 2017). A fixed 

mindset is the belief an individual’s qualities are carved in stone, which creates an urgency to 

prove yourself over and over again (Dweck, 2006). Someone with a fixed mindset believes these 

abilities are predetermined and largely unchangeable. Growth mindset is the belief individuals 

can cultivate and improve their own abilities through the practice of skills and effort. That is, 

growth mindset suggests everyone can change and grow through application and experience 
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(Dweck, 2006). People with a growth mindset believe a person’s true potential is unknown and 

potentially limitless. It is impossible to foresee what can be accomplished (Dweck, 2006). 

 Growth mindset allows people to thrive during some of the most challenging times in 

their lives. The hallmark of growth mindset is the ability to stretch oneself and persist with a task 

or goal, even when it is difficult or not going well (Dweck, 2006). People with a growth mindset 

are ready to take risks, confront challenges, and keep working on them. They do not give up 

when things get difficult (Dweck, 2006). Dweck (2006) argues, “As you begin to understand 

fixed and growth mindsets, you will see exactly how one belief leads to another-how a belief that 

your qualities are carved in stone leads to a host of thoughts and actions, and how a belief that 

your qualities can be cultivated leads to a host of different thoughts and actions, taking you down 

an entirely different road” (p. 10). Dweck’s work can be summarized by understanding that 

mindsets are just beliefs, which potentially can be changed by each individual. Dweck (2008) 

states, “What students believe about their brains – whether they see their intelligence as 

something that’s fixed or something that can grow and change – has profound effects on their 

motivation, learning, and school achievement” (p. 1).  

Dweck and Yeager (2019) have examined mindset research from two eras. Dweck traces 

mindset research with a systematic examination of how an individual’s self-concept can affect 

challenge-seeking and resilience, through the ways in which mindsets influence the formation of 

judgments and stereotypes. Yeager (2019) describes how mindset research entered the era of 

field experiments and replication science, and how researchers worked to create reliable 

interventions to address underachievement—including a national experiment in the United 

States. Among this work, researchers have demonstrated how mindsets can be integrated into 

rigorous learning curricula to help students thrive in the face of challenges. Several expertly done 
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integrations have worked well so far (Andersen & Nielsen, 2016; Bryk, Gomez, Grunow, & 

LeMahieu, 2015; O’Rourke, Haimovitz, Ballweber, Dweck, & Popovic, 2014) 

Implicit in this work is the belief mindset can be taught and ultimately learned (Aronson, 

Fried, & Good, 2002; Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007; Donahoe, 2012; Dweck, 

2008,2009; Dweck & Yeager, 2019). How can schools effectively develop students’ growth 

mindset? Schools should not just focus on students making good grades, but how to challenge 

students and teach them to create solutions (Hochandel & Finamore, 2015). Research on growth 

mindset in schools finds individuals show increased motivation to learn and they perform better 

on challenging tasks after the malleable theory has been taught (Aronson, Fried, & Good, 2002). 

Blackwell, Trzesniewski, and Dweck (2007) conducted an intervention focused on malleable 

intelligence with students transitioning to junior high school. Students in the malleable-

intelligence group showed significant improvement in grades and significant changes in their 

motivation.  

Brougham and West (2018) examined the effectiveness of a growth mindset intervention 

on grades, attendance, and mindset at two urban high schools. The findings in their study 

demonstrated three-session growth mindset intervention improved mindset beliefs. In Clark 

County School District, a district wide survey focusing on students and teachers found similar 

districts might benefit from developing and implementing supports for positive academic 

mindsets and behaviors (Snipe & Tran, 2017). In a study of students in the nation of Chile, 

students with growth mindsets performed substantially better on both math and language 

achievement test regardless of the level of their family income (Claro, et al., 2016). When 

analyzing the impact of mindset and standardized test scores, the authors found a growth mindset 

can impede the decline of standardized test scores (McCutchen, Jones, Carbonneau, & Mueller, 
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2016). In addition to what has been studied pertaining to student growth mindsets, teachers with 

growth mindsets have been shown to develop positive psychosocial skills in students leading to 

increased academic achievement within the construct of a growth mindset school culture 

(Hanson, Ruff, & Bangert, 2016). 

Although in some ways mindset research has been developing over the last 25 years, in 

many ways there is so much more to learn (Dweck & Yeager, 2019). While we know the history 

and positive impact a growth mindset can have on a child’s success, there is a general lack of 

understanding of how school principals or the school environment they help to create can 

influence mindset (Dweck & Yeagar, 2019). School principals provide stability, direction, 

vision, and feedback which can positively influence a school’s culture (Marzano, 2003). It is 

clear, however, that practitioners still know far too little about how best to transmit a growth 

mindset to individuals, how contexts determine whether students take up and apply a new 

mindset, or how to help embed a growth mindset in the cultures of schools and organizations 

(Dweck & Yeagar, 2019).  

Overview of Research Design 

In this dissertation I examined how principals and district leaders can develop a growth 

mindset environment. More specifically, I conducted a qualitative study employing the method 

of exploratory case study. Semi-structured interviews were completed with principals and district 

leaders from a large urban southeastern school district to better understand the ways in which 

they develop a growth mindset environment in their district and schools. The eleven participants, 

who each have a minimum of 15 years of experience in education, included seven principals and 

six district leaders. Two participants participated as both a principal and a district leader in the 

study. 
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Research Questions 

Specifically, this study explored the following research questions: 

RQ 1. What practices do principals engage in to develop a growth mindset environment 

in their schools? 

RQ 2. What practices do district leaders engage in to support principals in developing a 

growth mindset environment in their district’s schools? 

 This study provided an important foundation upon which to build future research in the 

area of growth mindsets in schools. In this dissertation, I hoped to build a foundation upon which 

practitioners can develop their practical leadership activities and behaviors that encourage a 

growth mindset environment. I also wished to explore implications for district leaders who are in 

a position to help engage others in this work. This dissertation might also form the foundation 

upon which researchers might develop additional research instruments (e.g., surveys) to evaluate 

a growth mindset environment in schools. Ultimately, the goal of this dissertation was to provide 

information that will help develop students so that they can cultivate a growth mindset, resulting 

in increased grit and perseverance leading to increased academic achievement. 

Organization of the Study 

In Chapter One, I have provided background information to outline the research purpose 

and questions of this study, as well as argue about the importance of studying how growth 

mindset cultures develop in schools. In Chapter Two, a comprehensive literature review explores 

the history of growth mindset research. Additionally, the topic of a gap in the literature related to 

how school principals and district leaders create a growth mindset environment is identified. In 

Chapter Three, the methodological process, research design, and specific details for studying this 

phenomenon are discussed. The remaining chapters focus on the research conducted in this 
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study. Chapter Four discussed the analysis of the data collected and the factors found. Finally, 

Chapter Five summarized and discussed the results of the study and provided implications for 

researchers and practitioners. The implications for school principals and district leaders include 

the importance of a multi-year plan and other key factors to a successful implementation of 

growth mindset environment. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

 Chapter One briefly introduced the idea of growth mindset and provided the foundation 

for this study. In the past two decades, researchers in the field of education have begun exploring 

the concept of growth mindset. As stated in Chapter One, the relevance and importance of 

having a growth mindset can have a profound effect on the way individuals lead their lives, 

especially in the field of education (Dweck, 2006). Growth mindset has the potential to make a 

significant impact on student learning, as students are more ready to take risks, confront 

challenges, and continue working on these challenges (Aronson, Fried, & Good, 2002; Blackwell 

et al., 2007; Dweck, 2006, 2009, 2012; Dweck & Yeager, 2019; Hochanadel & Finamore, 2015; 

Mawer, 2014; Sauce & Matzel, 2018; Yeager et al., 2014; Yeager et al., 2017; Yeager el al., 

2019). Chapter Two reviewed the literature of growth mindset, including the theories which led 

to the idea of growth mindset. Also found in this chapter is a review of the successful 

interventions which have been applied by researchers to counteract a fixed mindset in an effort to 

inspire a growth mindset among students. 

What is Mindset? 

 During the past few decades, the field of education has focused on student perceptions 

and their individual beliefs as they relate to the students’ individual learning. The origins of 

research on growth mindset can be traced to several foundational theories. The initial idea of 

mindset is traced back to studies which sought to understand the major patterns of cognition-

affect-behavior, including helplessness response and mastery-oriented response (Dweck & 

Leggett, 1988). The helpless pattern can be described as the ways in which individuals avoid 
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challenges or regress in their learning when they face obstacles. On the other hand, mastery-

oriented pattern involves seeking a challenge and prevailing through failure (Diener & Dweck, 

1978, 1980; Dweck 1975; Dweck & Reppucci, 1973). Dweck and Elliot (1983) proposed 

individuals are driven by the goals they are pursuing; specifically, the way individuals interpret 

and react to an event is a result of their goals. With respect to these goals, these authors identified 

two types: performance goals and learning goals. As a result of this work, Dweck and Leggett 

(1988) shifted the focus of research to different views of ability, which were identified as 

implicit theories of intelligence (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). 

Implicit Theories of Intelligence 

 Implicit theories consistently predict alternative ways in which identical events are 

interpreted and managed by different individuals. Sternberg (1985) conducted a study where 

individuals were to identify behaviors characteristic of an ideally intelligent, creative, or wise 

person. As a result of his study, he learned people have systematic implicit theories of 

intelligence, creativity, and wisdom, which are used both in evaluating oneself and others.  

Implicit beliefs about ability forecast whether individuals will be positioned toward developing 

their ability or toward documenting the adequacy of their ability. These ideas were called 

theories because they were potentially falsifiable ideas about what intelligence is and how it 

might work (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). Dweck called these theories implicit because she believed 

people were often unaware of them (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Dweck & Yeager, 2019). 

Furthermore, the two implicit theories were identified as incremental theory and entity theory.  

Dweck, Chiu, and Hong (1995) discuss the idea that incremental and entity theories appear to 

orient individuals to see the same world from two different perspectives.  
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Entity Theory of Intelligence 

 The first type of the two implicit theories is entity theory of intelligence. Entity theory of 

intelligence is an individual’s belief their intelligence is a fixed or uncontrollable trait (Dweck & 

Leggett, 1988). In achievement situations, individuals with an entity theory of intelligence focus 

on the goal of performance. The goal for an individual said to have an entity theory is to gain 

positive judgements and avoid negative judgements of competence. Behavior patterns among the 

entity theory have been identified as either mastery oriented or helpless (Dweck & Leggett, 

1988). That is, the goal of the student with mastery-oriented behavior is to gain positive 

judgments whereas, the goal of the student with helpless behavior is to avoid negative 

judgements of competence. The mastery-oriented behavior seeks challenge and is said to have 

high persistence. Moreover, the helpless behavior pattern avoids challenge and is said to have 

low persistence. In 2006, Dweck changed the term entity theory to a more user-friendly term of 

fixed mindset. 

Incremental Theory of Intelligence 

 The second type of the two incremental theories is incremental theory of intelligence. 

Incremental theory of intelligence is an individuals’ belief their intelligence is malleable, 

increasable, and controllable quality (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). In achievement situations, 

individuals with an incremental theory of intelligence focus on the goal of learning. The goal for 

an individual said to have an incremental theory is to increase competence in a skill. Behavior 

patterns among the incremental theory have been identified as mastery oriented. These 

individuals tend to view achievement situations as opportunities to increase their competence and 

may pursue the goal of acquiring new skills. Furthermore, these individuals seek a challenge that 
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fosters learning. The mastery-oriented behavior is said to have high persistence. In 2006, Dweck 

changed the name incremental theory to a more user-friendly term of growth mindset.  

Fixed Mindset 

 A fixed mindset is the belief that intelligence cannot be developed regardless of any 

effort put forth. Furthermore, a fixed mindset is the belief that individual’s qualities are carved in 

stone, which creates an urgency to prove yourself over and over again (Dweck, 2006). Someone 

with a fixed mindset believes their individual abilities are predetermined and are largely 

unchangeable. Dweck (2006) explained individuals with a fixed mindset believe intelligence is 

something very basic about oneself and it cannot be changed. Additionally, one can learn new 

things, but again, the intelligence level cannot be changed.  

With a fixed mindset, success is about proving that you are smart or talented. These 

individuals are looking for validation (Dweck, 2006). When children are able to evaluate 

themselves, some of them become afraid of challenges. Individuals with a fixed mindset want to 

make sure they succeed. Ultimately, in a fixed mindset, failure can be viewed as a lack of 

competence leading oneself to identify themselves as a failure. Furthermore, when individuals 

fail, they try to repair their self-esteem by assigning blame or making excuses.  

Growth Mindset 

 A growth mindset is the belief individuals can cultivate or improve their own abilities 

through practice of skills and effort. Everyone can change and grow through application and 

experience (Dweck, 2006). Within a growth mindset, individuals focus on stretching themselves 

to learn something new. That is, these individuals are attentive to becoming smarter. When an 

individual is said to have a growth mindset, they do not just seek a challenge, they thrive on it. 
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The bigger the challenge, the bigger the stretch. “Sometimes people with the growth mindset 

stretch themselves so far that they do the impossible” (Dweck, 2006, p. 13).  

Individuals with a growth mindset can experience failure as a painful experience. 

However, they do not let it define them. Rather, they view the failure as a problem to be faced 

and learned from. Individuals with a growth mindset thrive during some of the most challenging 

times in their lives. People with a growth mindset are ready to take risks, confront challenges, 

and keep working on them. Dweck (2006) found teaching how the brain works and how 

information is learned can be instrumental in helping students build a growth mindset. 

Research on Growth Mindset 

Several studies suggest an individual’s implicit theories can be changed. Aronson, Fried, 

and Good (2002) conducted a study on reducing the effects of stereotype threat on African 

American college students. In this study, 42 African American and 37 White college students at 

Stanford University participated. The results of the study found the African American college 

students, and to some degree the White students, who were encouraged to view intelligence as 

malleable (growth mindset) reported greater enjoyment of the academic process, greater 

academic achievement, and obtained higher grade point averages compared to their peers in two 

control groups (Aronson et al., 2002). Good and colleagues (2003) conducted a field experiment 

to test methods of helping female, minority, and low-income adolescents who were mentored by 

college students to view their intelligence as malleable or to attribute academic difficulties in 

seventh grade to the norms of the educational setting. Results from the experiment showed 

students earned significantly higher standardized test scores than the students in the control 

group (Good et al., 2003). 
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In the K-12 space, Blackwell and others (2007) conducted a study with minority students 

transitioning to seventh grade. The 91 seventh graders in four New York City Schools were 

divided into two groups and were administered an eight-session workshop where they focused on 

study skills, but the growth mindset group also received lessons where they learned what growth 

mindset is and how it can apply to their schoolwork. Students in the growth mindset group read 

an article called “You Can Grow Your Intelligence: New Research Shows the Brain Can Be 

Developed Like a Muscle.” Students assigned to the growth mindset group showed a significant 

increase in their math grades. On the other hand, students in the control group showed no 

improvement and continued to decline. While the teachers were unaware of the students assigned 

to the two groups, they had the ability to single out the students in the growth mindset group as 

they had clear changes in their motivation (Blackwell et al., 2007). 

Importance of Growth Mindset 

Research in the last decade has demonstrated growth mindset can be directly taught to 

adults and children. Many peer-reviewed journal articles and how-to-guidebooks have 

demonstrated benefits for students as a result of implementing a growth mindset in schools. 

Dweck (2008) followed several hundred students across a difficult school transition, the 

transition to seventh grade. She set out to determine if mindset can be taught by creating a 

growth mindset workshop. Dweck (2009) emphasized growth mindset is fostered by praising 

students for their efforts and learning process and not for their intelligence. Praising a student’s 

intelligence puts the student into a fixed mindset. Furthermore, when students are praised for 

their effort, strategy, concentration, or persistence, a growth mindset is promoted with a focus on 

learning and resilience.  
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Yeager and colleagues (2014) conducted a study where they found adolescents can 

become comfortable to tell themselves a different story, in which people have the ability to 

change. When students begin to tell themselves a different story, the students had lower stress, 

better health, and higher grades. Moreover, Hochanadel and Finamore (2015) also found growth 

mindset can be taught to faculty, students, and parents. To summarize their research, they clarify 

faculty should not just focus on students making just good grades, but how to challenge their 

students and teach them to create solutions. 

Culture and Environment 

When considering growth mindset in a school, one must take into account the current 

culture and environment of the school. Deal and Peterson (1998) describe culture as the 

underground stream of norms, values, beliefs, traditions, and rituals that has built up over time as 

people work together, solve problems, and confront challenges. The concept of mindset focuses 

on the beliefs of an individual. School culture interacts with the environment of the school as the 

norms and beliefs of staff members lead to what is acceptable within the school. To implement 

growth mindset, schools and districts must first focus on building a culture that will support a 

growth mindset environment.  

Mindset Interventions 

Mindset interventions have the potential to be a catalyst for instilling a growth mindset in 

students. As a result of the Dweck (2008) study reviewed above, a computer-based program was 

developed called Brainology. In this intervention, students participated in six modules where 

students learned about the brain and how to make it work better. Students participating in this 

Brainology intervention learned how to confront and solve schoolwork problems, and created 

study plans. This specific intervention was pilot-tested in twenty New York City schools. The 
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students participating in the study mostly loved it and anonymously reported the ways it changed 

their ideas about learning, as well as their learning and study habits. Additionally, teachers 

noticed a change in their students stating they had become more active and engaged learners 

(Dweck, 2008). 

Paunesku and colleagues (2015) sought to determine if academic mindset interventions 

are effective on a small scale with carefully managed administration, as well as if these 

interventions have the potential to positively impact underachievement in United States high 

schools. Two online interventions of 45 minutes were administered to high school students, 

resulting in raised achievement in a large and diverse group of underperforming students. The 

methods used in this study provide a feasible way to disseminate mindset interventions and 

evaluate them on a larger scale (Paunesku et al., 2015). 

Yeager and others (2016) conducted a study among freshman college students. The 

purpose of the study was to test the general efficacy of preparatory lay theory interventions, 

including variants addressing growth mindset. The research team conducted two different 

experiments. Counter to their hypothesis, the authors found in the first experiment the growth 

mindset of intelligence intervention was not effective. The researchers noted this was unexpected 

and provided two possibilities may have contributed to the ineffectiveness. One possibility is the 

intervention was redundant to what was already taught by their school. A second possibility is 

the growth mindset message was represented as a private belief. On the other hand, the growth 

mindset interventions were found to be beneficial in the second experiment (Yeager et al., 2016). 

An international study conducted in Chile explored the relationship between income and 

mindset (Claro et al., 2016). Students from lower income families were less likely to have a 

growth mindset compared to their wealthier peers who were more likely to hold a growth 
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mindset. Students with a growth mindset performed substantially better on both math and 

language achievement tests regardless of the level of family income. These findings suggest 

mindsets may be one device through which economic disadvantage can affect achievement 

(Claro et al., 2016).  

Additionally, a longitudinal study was conducted over three semesters by McCutchen, 

Jones, Carbonneau, and Mueller (2016) within 28 classrooms, in seven schools, with a total of 

419 students participating. The purpose of the study was to examine the relationship between 

students’ mindset and their standardized test performance. Results from this study suggest there 

is a link between academic achievement and mindset. An initial mindset has an impact on 

students’ future academic achievement. Students with a more growth-oriented mindset 

demonstrated a slower decline on test scores compared to that of their fixed mindset peers. 

Hanson, Ruff, and Bangert (2016) explored the relationship between school level and the 

construct of a growth mindset school environment. A survey was completed by a random sample 

of 347 faculty and administrators across 30 schools in a larger northwestern state. This study set 

out to determine if there is a relationship between a school level and a school’s growth mindset. 

Findings in the study revealed a decrease in What’s My School Mindset? Perception between 

elementary school level and high school level.  

Haimovitz and Dweck (2017) provide insight into the ways in which adults foster growth 

mindsets in children. The assumption adults communicate their own growth mindsets to children 

does not hold true. Moreover, many parents and teachers with growth mindsets are not passing 

them on to students. Rather, the types of adult behaviors predict children’s mindsets. For 

instance, adults can draw attention to the potential for children to improve by using phrases like 

“I can’t do this…yet!” (Haimovitz & Dweck, 2017). When adults begin to highlight struggles as 
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normal and positive in the learning process, children may begin to understand how their own 

intelligence is malleable and can grow. 

Additionally, Haimovitz and Dweck (2017) address the classroom setting as a space 

where mindset can be socialized. This socialization can occur not just between the teacher and 

the student, but through cultural norms. In a study by Hooper and colleagues (2016), the 

researchers sought to understand what teacher behaviors impacted students’ beliefs they were in 

a growth mindset classroom. This study consisted of a nationally represented sample of 3,965 

ninth-grade students and their 125 math teachers. To determine the mindset environment of each 

classroom the researchers surveyed student perceptions of their math teacher’s mindset. As a 

result, the authors found teachers’ own self-reported mindsets were not consistent with their 

students’ perceptions of the teacher’s mindset (Hooper et al. 2016). This study also analyzed how 

the math teachers would respond to a struggling student and an excelling student by asking open 

ended questions. Teachers who created a growth mindset focused on struggles, effort, and 

frustration in the learning process. However, teachers who were identified with a fixed mindset 

by their students put the responsibility on the student to work harder and study more. An 

emphasis on the student’s effort alone may help to explain the disconnect between teachers’ self-

report mindsets and their students’ perceptions of their mindsets (Hooper et al., 2016). 

Moreover, Haimovitz and Dweck (2017) explored mindset environments beyond the 

individual classroom. To understand a growth mindset environment, the expeditionary learning 

education model (Berger, Rugen, & Woodfin, 2014) was studied. The expeditionary learning 

model implements practices to create a growth mindset environment across the whole school. In 

the more than 150 expeditionary model schools across the nation, teachers and students are 

trained to check for understanding daily to access how learning occurring as a result of their 
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daily efforts (Berger, Rugen, & Woodfin, 2014). In these schools, feedback from teachers and 

peers alike focus on the learning process toward individual learning goals. These practices create 

a strong learning community among the individual students. Haimovitz and Dweck (2017) 

recognize these school-wide policies and norms as highly effective ways in helping others 

understand the environment of growth mindset.  

Furthermore, Snip and Tran (2017) conducted a district wide survey in Clark County 

School District, Nevada, focusing on student and teacher beliefs. The findings indicate that most 

students responded with having beliefs consistent with having a growth mindset. The findings 

also suggest low-achieving, Black and Hispanic students, English learners, and students 

attending school with a higher percentage of economically disadvantaged students are less likely 

to report growth mindset beliefs than their higher achieving, White, Asian, non-English learner 

peers in school with a lower percentage of economically disadvantaged students. Clark County 

and other similar districts may benefit from developing and implementing supports for positive 

academic mindsets and behaviors.  

Along with these other studies, Brougham and West (2018) examined the effectiveness of 

a growth mindset intervention on grades, attendance, and mindset at two urban high schools. 

This study replicated previous studies in which students read about how the brain grows, learned 

about how a struggling student with growth mindset beliefs and with effort improved her 

academic grades. The findings of the study demonstrated a three-session growth mindset 

intervention improved mindset beliefs.  

A national experiment examining the correlation of growth mindset and achievement 

(Yeager et al., 2019) showed a low-cost intervention, which took less than one hour, could 

change academic outcomes. Furthermore, the evidence in this study about the kinds of schools 
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where the growth mindset treatment effect on grades was sustained, and where it was not, has 

important implications for future research. The study emphasized not all forms of growth 

mindset interventions can be expected to increase grades or advanced course success. The 

importance of belief change and school environment highlights the need for future research to 

understand influences on student developmental trajectories (Yeager et al., 2019). 

Although there is a sufficient amount of research supporting growth mindset as an 

environmental factor leading to student success, Moreau, Macnamara, and Hambrick (2019) 

found overemphasizing the malleability of abilities can have a negative consequence for 

individuals. Evidence for the outcome set on real-world problems has been ambiguous. Research 

has failed to replicate findings of positive effects from mindset interventions. Li and Bates 

(2017) reviewed four previous studies focused on mindset. Their findings state mindset and 

mindset interventions effects on both ability and grade were valueless. To this point, the authors 

claim additional studies should be conducted testing for replicability (Li & Bates, 2017). 

Furthermore, in a recent meta-analysis conducted by Sisk, Burgoyne, Sun, Butler, and 

Macnamara (2018) the effectiveness of growth mindset interventions impacting academic 

achievement was reviewed. Several methodological short fallings were noted. 

Nonetheless, while we understand the history and positive impact a growth mindset can 

have on a child’s success, we know very little about how school principals can shape the school 

to develop a growth mindset environment for teachers and students (Dweck & Yeagar, 2019). 

Summary 

 In chapter two, a thorough review of the literature was collected. In summary, educators 

have continued to focus on growth mindset and the impact it has on learning. In particular, this 

research relies heavily on teacher and student recorded surveys. The theory of action and 
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research suggests students’ mindsets can be changed, and this change in turn can lead to positive 

changes in academic achievement. Research on mindset environment within a school, however, 

is very thin. Teachers and students have completed surveys where a series of questions have 

addressed the type of mindset an individual is said to have and does not empirically examine the 

relationship between the growth mindset environment of a school and individual mindsets.  

Additionally, several studies have been conducted that seek to correlate a student’s 

growth mindset with mindset interventions. Students have participated in mindset interventions 

and research has shown a positive affect the intervention has on changing a student’s mindset, 

improving grades and attendance, and positive social skills (Aronson et al., 2002; Blackwell et 

al., 2007; Brougham & West, 2018; Claro et al., 2016; Hanson et al., 2016; McCutchen et al., 

2016; Snipe & Tran, 2017). Furthermore, there is a gap in the research on how school leaders can 

develop a growth mindset environment. 

 This dissertation contributed to the research literature in two ways. First, to best assist 

students to develop a growth mindset, teachers and school staff need to be appropriately trained. 

Many teachers have heard of growth mindset. However, these teachers may not have the best 

practices for implementing growth mindset. I explored the practices school principals engage in 

to develop a growth mindset environment in their school (RQ1). The study examined what 

specific actions principals put into place to enhance a growth mindset environment.  

 Second, there is little to no research on the support district leadership provides to 

principals assisting them to develop a growth mindset environment in their schools. By 

investigating the relationships between district leadership and the principal, as it pertains to 

growth mindset, the study examined what district leaders do to support principals in developing a 

growth mindset environment in their schools (RQ2). These two research questions sought to 
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offer a glimpse at how these two methods of support are sustained to create a growth mindset 

environment in the school.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

Introduction 

 The purpose of this study was to explore how principals and district leaders develop and 

encourage a growth mindset school environment. This chapter presented the research questions 

and a thorough explanation of the methodology employed in both data collection and analysis. 

 Research Questions  

 All research contains one or more overarching research questions to drive the study. The 

specific research questions driving this study are: 

1. What practices do school principals engage in to develop a growth mindset 

environment in their school? 

2. What practices do district leaders engage in to support principals in developing a 

growth mindset environment in their district’s schools? 

Selection of Qualitative Research Methodology 

 When considering the research design for this study, several sources were reviewed to 

determine the appropriate approach. The first step was to confirm the selection of a qualitative 

research design over a quantitative research design. In Research Design: Qualitative, 

Quantitative, and Mixed Methods Approaches, Creswell and Creswell (2018) define qualitative 

research as: 

an approach for exploring and understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to 

a social or human problem. The process of research involves emerging questions and 

procedures, data typically collected in the participant’s setting, data analysis inductively 

building from particulars to general themes, and the researcher making interpretations of 
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the meaning of the data. The final written report has a flexible structure. Those who 

engage in this form of inquiry support a way of looking at research that honors an 

inductive style, a focus on individual meaning, and the importance of reporting the 

complexity of a situation. (p. 4) 

This collective case study examined the practical leadership activities and behaviors of seven 

school principals and six district leaders in a large urban southeastern school district using semi-

structured interviews, documents, and artifacts. 

 Yin (2015) claims there is no one particular definition of qualitative research. Rather, he 

argues how you define qualitative research and distinguish it from other types of research may be 

your biggest challenge. Instead of a simple definition of qualitative research, Yin identifies five 

features, which distinguish qualitative research from other forms of social science research: 

1. Studying the meaning of people’s lives, in their real-world roles; 

2. Representing the views and perspectives of the people in a study; 

3. Explicitly attending to and accounting for real-world contextual conditions; 

4. Contributing insights from existing or new concepts that may help to explain social 

behavior and thinking; and  

5. Acknowledging the potential relevance of multiple sources of evidence rather than 

relying on a single source alone. (p. 9) 

Merriam’s (1998) definition of qualitative research is consistent with Creswell and 

Creswell (2018). Merriam stated (1998) “qualitative research is an umbrella concept covering 

several forms of inquiry that help us understand and explain the meaning of social phenomena 

with as little disruption of the natural setting as possible” (p. 5). In this study, the practitioners’ 

leadership activities and behaviors that encourage a growth mindset environment are the social 
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phenomena and each practitioner was studied within their own setting. In addition, Merriam 

compared qualitative research to quantitative research with the description “in contrast to 

quantitative research, which takes apart a phenomenon to compare component parts (which 

become the variables of the study), qualitative research can reveal how all the parts work 

together to form a whole” (p. 6). 

 Since the primary purpose of this dissertation was to gain an understanding of the 

practical leadership activities and behaviors of school principals and district leaders that 

encourage a growth mindset environment in a large urban southeastern school district, a 

phenomenon in its natural setting, a qualitative research design was the most applicable. 

Qualitative research involves studying people performing in their roles, or by sharing their 

thoughts through their own diaries, journals, and writing, independent of any research inquiry 

(Yin, 2015). Furthermore, a qualitative approach utilizes the researcher as the essential 

instrument in the field and allows for expanding an in-depth understanding of the topic being 

studied. Therefore, no physical instrument, experimental procedure, or questionnaire triumphs, 

however, may be used as part of a qualitative study (Yin, 2015). 

 Bogdan and Biklen (2003) portray data collected during qualitative research as “rich in 

description of people, places, and conversations and not easily handled by statistical procedures” 

(p. 2). Qualitative research permits the researcher the ability to represent the view and 

perspectives of the participants in the study (Yin, 2015). In addition, qualitative research gathers 

data in the form of words or images. Data can be collected from sources as interview transcripts, 

memos, field notes, documents, photographs, and other records. Yin (2015) describes a 

qualitative research design, “In its simplest form, conducting an empirical study means:  
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- defining something to investigate;  

- collecting relevant data;  

- analyzing and interpreting the results;  

- and drawing conclusions based on the empirical findings”. (p. 49)  

In this dissertation, I collected extensive data about practical leadership activities and behaviors 

of school principals and district leaders that encourage a growth mindset environment in a large 

urban southeastern school district and attempted to make meaning from it. 

Rationale for Case Study 

 A case study methodology studies the phenomenon in the real-world context (Platt, 1992; 

Yin, 2009). Yin (2013) stated, “a case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a 

contemporary phenomenon with its real-life context” (p. 13). Yin’s definition includes the word 

contemporary, which is of distinct significance to this study since the growth mindset concept is 

moderately new to education. Likewise, Merriam’s (1988) definition of a case study as “an 

intensive, holistic description and analysis of a single instance, phenomenon, or social unit” (p. 

21). 

 Case study design is proven to be effective when studying educational innovations. For 

this reason, case study methodology was chosen for this study due to the empirical makeup of 

the research problem. This study was a collective case study which investigated the practical 

leadership activities and behaviors of seven school principals and six district leaders who had 

experience implementing a growth mindset environment in their district and/or school. 

Furthermore, in this study, the unit of analysis was each individual principal and district leader 

and the phenomenon that I studied was the practical leadership activities and behaviors that 

encourage a growth mindset environment. 
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 The design of a case study is descriptive and either explanatory or evaluative. The results 

of a case study are comprised of a detailed description and associated data for analysis which can 

provide information to be used to influence policy, practice, and future research (Merriam, 

1998). Furthermore, as this study takes place within its natural setting, engaging natural 

behavior, it is probable the research will have an influence on practice (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003; 

Lieberman, 1988). This specific case study includes one collective case that was descriptive and 

explanatory in nature. 

 The collective case in this study was meant to stand alone and not be ascertained on 

effectiveness. The analysis was explicitly meant to describe the parallels and variances among 

the participants in the study. This case study was particularly important because the phenomenon 

of growth mindset environment is relatively new to education and the findings of the study may 

be of interest to principals and district leaders for future practice, planning, and reform. 

Site Selection and Sample 

 The district chosen to be studied as a part of this research was purposefully selected. 

Bogdan and Biklen (2003) call attention to purposeful sampling stating it is “believed to 

facilitate the expansion of the developing theory” (p. 65). This district was chosen based on the 

belief it would yield the most information about growth mindset environment. The district in this 

study was a large urban southeastern school district consisting of approximately 200 principals 

from schools including elementary, middle, and high school levels. Furthermore, this district 

includes a population of approximately 160,000 students and 10,000 teachers. 

 The researcher specifically chose to study this district based on the knowledge of an 

ongoing focus, deriving from district school leadership, of the district’s commitment towards 

growth mindset. In recent years, principals and assistant principals participated in a book study 
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reading Mindset: The New Psychology of Success (Dweck, 2006) facilitated by district 

leadership. During principal meetings, principals engaged in enriching conversation as the 

growth mindset concept was assimilated and explored. As a result, numerous principals within 

the district facilitated book studies with the staff among their individual schools.  

Additionally, the district has continued the focus on growth mindset by way of keynote 

speakers and professional development opportunities with an emphasis on growth mindset. For 

example, Tara Brown, known as The Connectivity Coach, presented the keynote address at the 

district’s Title I summer conference in 2019. Participating staff were provided the opportunity to 

continue their learning during a more in-depth workshop presentation. In addition to this 

conference, additional workshops were available to staff during professional learning days. 

The specific sample of people that were utilized within the district were selected based on 

familiarity and practice with the district’s focus on growth mindset through the snowball 

sampling methodology (Coleman, 1958; Handock & Gile, 2011; Heckathorn, 2011). One 

individual, who has experience in the roles of both a principal and as a district leader, and is 

identified as knowledgeable about the district’s growth mindset strategies, served as the lead 

participant. As a result of snowball sampling, the lead participant directed the researcher to 

additional principals and district leaders who are knowledgeable and experienced with engaging 

staff in activities and behaviors that encourage a growth mindset environment. Each of these 

participants were interviewed. The researcher included a total of seven principals and six district 

leaders in the study through virtual, semi-structured interviews. 

Additionally, documents and other artifacts relating to practices and behaviors principals 

and district leaders engaged in to develop and support a growth mindset environment in their 

schools were examined in the study. Examples of artifacts included district and school 
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professional development agendas, PowerPoints, and activities, scholarly articles, mindset 

quizzes, TED Talks, and effective effort rubrics. The researcher specifically asked the 

participants for these documents, as well as sought after to find any additional artifacts and 

documents.  

Data Collection Procedures 

Yin (2015) highlights the importance of having a case study protocol. The rationale of the 

protocol is to keep the researcher leveled on the subject of the case study and allow for future 

replication to increase the reliability of the study. To begin this research project, the researcher 

obtained permission from the chosen participating school district to conduct outside research 

within the district with a focus on the concept of growth mindset. Additionally, the researcher 

was granted permission from the North Carolina State University Institutional Review Board for 

the safeguard of human subjects in research.  

Once permission was obtained, initial semi-structured interviews were scheduled and 

document and artifact collection commenced. The semi-structured interviews included questions 

such as, “What forms of professional development did you provide for your teachers to build a 

growth mindset environment at your school?” (see Appendix A). At the completion of data 

collection, an initial analysis was conducted looking for potential themes across the participating 

principals and district leaders. Interview transcripts, documents, artifacts, and field notes were 

color-coded embodying the themes. Furthermore, the researcher reviewed all data and 

ascertained if additional information was necessitated.  

Materials 

The participant interviews were conducted using Google Meet video-communication 

service. A digital voice recorder was used to record the interviews, which were transcribed 
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verbatim using Office 365. The researcher also documented insightful field notes following the 

interviews and recorded the field notes in an electronic journal. All materials were secured in a 

locked file cabinet. Additionally, Microsoft Word and Excel were used for coding purposes. 

Data Analysis 

 During the semi-structured interviews, field notes were taken to produce meaning and 

guide understanding of the data collected. Individual interview transcripts were transcribed 

verbatim and reviewed line-by-line. The comment feature in Microsoft word was used to capture 

key words, phrases, and sentences, identifying common themes among the participants. The 

common themes were analyzed and combined for all interviews. Next, the themes were 

combined into like themes, further narrowing the codes. 

Coding Process 

 During the participant interviews, I listened closely and recorded field notes, which 

would serve as my initial list of codes. Furthermore, once the interviews were completed, all 

interviews were transcribed using Microsoft Office 365. Each transcription was quickly scanned 

through as a whole, and notes were created from the initial review. Next, each transcription was 

read again, line by line, and relevant pieces including words, phrases, sentences, or sections in 

the transcriptions were identified and coded. These codes included actions, activities, concepts, 

opinions, and processes. The comment feature in Microsoft Word was used to code these 

relevant pieces. Subsequently, the codes and relevant pieces were extracted from the document 

and inserted into a Microsoft Excel document. The codes were analyzed and identified by the 

level of importance. Initially, 28 codes were identified. Finally, the codes were further reviewed, 

examining common types and themes, combining two or more like codes. Additionally, 
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categories were created within each code. The specific initial codes are identified in Table 1 

below. 

Table 1 

Coding Categories and Themes 

Initial Codes 

Barriers Evaluative Feedback Most Effective Action 

Beliefs Foundation Parents 

Bombed Framework PD Drivers 

Buy-in Impact Pushback 

Definition Implementation Resources 

District Alignment Interview School PD 

District Evaluation Language Staff 

District PD Least Effective Action Walkthroughs 

Effective Leadership Messages we send  
Environment Model  

  

Positionality Statement 

I am the principal of Powell Center for Play and Ingenuity Magnet Elementary School, 

where I have served as the principal for six years. As a principal, I previously participated in a 

yearlong training with my colleagues, which included training on the foundations of growth 

mindset. From the onset of the first professional development, I became intrigued in the topic. I 

immediately understood the value and benefit a growth mindset environment has on students and 

teachers alike. Growth mindset closely aligns with my strong passion to believe in the possibility 

of success for all students. 

While one would think all educators have a growth mindset, unfortunately, this is not the 

case. Sitting in a grade level PLT discussing student data, I once heard a teacher make a 

comment relating to the lack of a child’s potential simply because they received special 

education services. As an educator, with someone dear to me who has learning challenges, this 
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shook my world. How could another educator feel this way? My belief that a growth mindset 

environment has the potential to open the door to the impossible for everyone led me to choose 

the topic for this study. 

Limitations of the Study 

 As a qualitative study, this study exhibited the same limitations characteristic of most 

research applying qualitative methodology. The study was limited to one large urban 

southeastern school district. As a result of a small sample size, generalizability may have 

presented as a problem. In addition, the semi-structured interviews and data collection methods 

the researcher utilized may have presented limitations as well. Semi-structured interviews have 

the potential limitations of reactive and investigator effects, due to the participant being 

interviewed by the researcher without being prepared for all questions asked.  

 This study focused on the practical leadership activities and behaviors used to encourage 

a growth mindset environment and did not evaluate them. Furthermore, the general effectiveness 

of principals and district leaders’ success in engaging leadership activities and behaviors was not 

evaluated.  

 Additionally, my positionality to this topic may have created limitations to the study. 

When analyzing the data, I may have interpreted the data to meet my own hypothesis or include 

only the data I thought was relevant. As a principal, who strongly believes in the power of 

growth mindset, researcher bias was closely safeguarded. 

Safeguards against Researcher Bias 

 I currently serve as a principal in the selected school district for this study, and therefore 

needed to guard against my own biases. First, I attempted to provide descriptive rather than 

evaluative judgments on the data I collected. That is, I merely described the practical leadership 
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activities and behaviors of principals and district leaders which are thought to encourage and 

develop a growth mindset environment. I did not evaluate the practical leadership activities and 

behaviors of the principals and district leaders. 

 I also employed member checking or respondent validation to limit my own influence on 

the data collection and analysis. Specifically, I asked the principals and district leaders 

participating in this study to review the transcribed interview and verify the transcription for 

accuracy. Where any inaccuracies arose, I discussed these with the specific participant and 

revised, as necessary. 

Ethical Issues (IRB) 

 Bogdan and Biklen (2003) refer to two long-established and official guidelines for ethics 

in research with human subjects: informed consent and the protection of subjects from harm. 

This study followed the guidelines and procedures outlined by the North Carolina State 

University Institutional Review Board for the protection of human subjects serving as 

participants in research. An Institutional Review Board form was completed and submitted for 

approval. Written permission was obtained by the selected school district. Additionally, all 

principals and district leaders serving as subjects participating in semi-structured interviews were 

given an Informed Consent Form for Research (see Appendix B). The purpose of this form 

served as documentation that each participant had a full understanding of the study, the 

methodology being used, and a willingness to participate in the study. Participation in this study 

was entirely voluntary and subjects were permitted to terminate involvement at any given time 

during the study.  

 The specific principal and district leader participants in this study were not identified by 

name, rather a pseudonym was used for each participant. Furthermore, the district in which these 
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principals and district leaders are employed was not identified, rather it was referred to as a large 

urban southeastern school district. Additionally, individual identifiers for participants being 

interviewed, such as names and school names were not included in this study.  

Summary 

 This chapter described the methodology and detailed procedures, which were used in 

conducting this study, researching the foundation upon practitioner’s practical leadership 

activities and behaviors they can engage in to encourage a growth mindset environment. The 

methodology was qualitative and incorporated a collective case study design. The primary data 

sources included semi-structured interviews, artifacts, and documents. Furthermore, secondary 

data sources included the researcher’s field notes. Data collected during this study was examined 

looking for similarities and patterns in the practical leadership activities and behaviors of 

principals and district leaders which support the development of a growth mindset environment 

in schools.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

Introduction 

This chapter will introduce the school district and principals studied as part of this 

research project. The data contained in this section was collected through eleven semi-formal 

interviews, conducted virtually via Google Meet video-communication service. Additionally, 

some follow up conversations were conducted by telephone and email. The participants were 

selected based on familiarity and practice with the district’s focus on growth mindset through the 

use of the snowball sampling technique, which asks participants interviewed to recommend other 

participants. 

The purpose of this study was to explore the practical leadership activities and behaviors 

of school principals and district leaders that develop a growth mindset environment in schools. 

Included in this chapter is a description of the sample, data analysis, and a summary of the 

findings. 

Specifically, this study was designed to answer the following research questions: 

RQ1. What practices do school principals engage in to develop a growth mindset 

environment in their school? 

RQ2. What practices do district leaders engage in to support principals in developing a 

growth mindset environment in their district’s schools? 

Description of the Sample 

 

The district examined was a large urban southeastern school district consisting of 

approximately 200 principals from schools including elementary, middle, and high school levels. 

Furthermore, this district includes a population of approximately 160,000 students and 10,000 
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teachers. I specifically chose to study this district based on the personal knowledge of an ongoing 

focus of the district’s commitment and implementation of growth mindset. 

Participant 1, referred to in the study as Allison, is a 31-year veteran who has experience in both 

the roles of a principal and a district leader. She is identified as knowledgeable about the 

district’s growth mindset strategies and served as the lead participant in the study. As a result of 

snowball sampling, Allison directed me to additional principals and district leaders who are 

knowledgeable and experienced with engaging staff in activities and behaviors and who 

encourage a growth mindset environment. Allison and one other participant, referred to as Leslie, 

participated in the study as both a district leader and a principal. Of the eleven participants, a 

total of seven principals and six district leaders participated in the study through virtual, semi-

structured interviews. Finally, the gender breakdown was seven (7) females and four (4) males. 

The specific demographics and pseudonyms of the participants are indicated in Table 2 below. 

Table 2 

Participant Demographics & Pseudonyms. 

Pseudonym Position 

Year of 

Experience in 

the District 

Years of 

Experience as a 

Principal 

Years of Experience as 

a District Leader 

Allison Both 31 9 12 

Leslie Both 23 7 8 

Caroline Principal 15 3 5 

Paula Principal 7 7  

Andrew Principal 27 18  

Daniel Principal 17 7  

Stephanie Principal 29 9  

Gwin District Leader 26  19 

Bryce District Leader 16  6 

Melissa District Leader 21  10 

Bessie District Leader 26  20 
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Findings 

Definition 

Growth mindset is the belief individuals can cultivate and improve their own abilities 

through the practice of skills and effort. That is, growth mindset suggests everyone can change and 

grow through application and experience (Dweck, 2006). In the study, Allison stated “in its most 

simple form, it's one that believes in their capacity to get better, based on their failures and 

mistakes. They don't see those as obstacles, but opportunities, they are not stymied by failure.” 

Andrew, a veteran in the district with 27 years of experience shared, 

At its very rudimentary level, it's the opposite of a fixed mindset, right? And so, it's the 

notion that we, as human beings and in this context as educators, working with children 

that we can continually grow, that we can continually improve, and that we have some 

level of agency and power over our future that is dramatically impacted by how we 

approach particularly challenging tasks and things that require perseverance, and course 

adjustments, as you as you navigate through, um, sort of, I would say wicked problems.  

Among the other participants, growth mindset was defined using words and phrases such as: 

• open to opportunities 

• possibilities 

• intelligence is not fixed 

• possible to grow your brain 

• continuous improvement 

• failure is accepted 

• effort 
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• grit 

• and intelligence is not sedentary. 

Along with these words and phrases, most of the eleven participants cited the word “Yet” as a 

major factor when describing growth mindset. That is, adults can draw attention to the potential 

for children to improve by using phrases like “I can’t do this…yet!” (Haimovitz & Dweck, 

2017). 

Research Question #1. What practices do school principals engage in to develop a growth 

mindset environment in their school? 

The seven principals participating in this case study were purposefully selected since they 

had successfully implemented a growth mindset environment in their school. During the 

interviews and data analysis, several themes emerged from the data including professional 

development, implementation, and barriers. Furthermore, each of the themes contains sub-

themes, which emerged from the research. 

Helping Staff Identify Their Essential Beliefs. When asked about what forms of 

professional development were provided for teachers and staff to build a growth mindset 

environment at their school, all seven of the principals shared they first focused on the 

foundation of essential beliefs of growth mindset. The principals all referenced a district 

professional development titled “Effective Teacher Framework,” which was a required district 

training for all principals. For example, Allison said,  

I talk about my purpose statement and how critical it is that we create a culture that 

believes in every child and I shared with them Carol Dweck's work. I did a lot of the first-

day work that we did in Effective Teacher Framework with the school. 
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Caroline, a veteran with 15 years of experience in the district, shared that they were intentional 

and acted by collecting anecdotal data before beginning any training with the staff. She stated, “I 

started like paying attention to some of the things that we were saying about kids that didn't 

necessarily reflect the growth mindset and I started writing them down.” Paula, a veteran 

principal working in a middle school, said “the biggest thing to help kick off the growth mindset 

was to let them actually see what was going on in there, you know, and to learn from each 

other.” As a leader, listening to the language used by school staff and observing their actions is a 

clear indication of the type of mindset within your classrooms and school. Other principals 

shared the importance of establishing the why to creating a growth mindset environment. 

Andrew stated,  

It's important to establish the why and the context behind whatever it is you're doing. In 

this case, why would we read a book about growth mindset and why would we consider 

this as part of our professional development and again making those connections to how 

it can and will improve student learning, student social-emotional development. How it 

can improve you as a person? 

In addition to the principals assisting their staff by becoming more aware of their current 

mindset in the classroom and towards students, three principals were intentional in helping their 

staff discover their own mindset by surveying their staff using a self-report survey, which 

measured the individual’s mindset. Allison states,  

It's self-report. No one wants to believe that they don't believe in kids, so I think there's 

some that, some that can be kind of skewed. What we look at more is their actions and 

their behaviors in the classroom and how they talk to kids, how that they, yeah, the 

feedback that they give kids. 
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As a school leader, principals are charged with leading their staff in an understanding of their 

own beliefs and philosophies towards students and learning. Staff members personal 

understanding of their own beliefs is critical to the implementation of growth mindset. 

Stephanie, a middle school principal openly shared,  

When I learned about growth mindset, it kind of just blew me away. I was the biggest 

fixed mindset person before I could ever, and I have to check myself daily about being a 

growth mindset versus a fixed mindset. I never have had these skills before reading this 

book, I never would've thought of them. I thought what I was doing was fine. You know, 

80% of my kids were making growth.  

As with any professional development, especially one which may challenge the beliefs of 

some in your organization, it is important to start with your why. Simon Sinek, author of “Start 

with Why: How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take Action” is described as a visionary 

thinker who has discovered how people think, act, and communicate. Sinek claims “There are 

only two ways to influence human behavior: you can manipulate it or you can inspire it” (2009, 

p. 19). As a school leader, principals should first focus on the why of growth mindset beliefs 

among their staff. Focusing on beliefs is a powerful way to set the foundation for a growth 

mindset environment. 

Gather and Share Growth-Mindset Resources with Faculty and Staff. A practice all 

seven principals engaged in when launching the growth mindset concept in their schools was 

leading a book study on the book Mindset: The New Psychology of Success written by Carol 

Dweck in 2006. Two of the participants bought an individual copy of the book for every staff 

member. The book study was approached differently by several of the principals, either through 

whole group instruction or through small groups. Andrew explained,  
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Differentiating how groups read through the book has its advantages and disadvantages, 

'cause I have really seen some advantages of, of the whole staff going through the book in 

the same order, whatever order that is because it really, it really promotes a lot of 

schoolwide conversation across PLTs, across departments, across grade levels, but it also 

a kind of, that is, that it doesn't allow groups to differentiate on how it works best for 

them. 

In contrast to facilitating a whole group book study, several principals described a book study 

conducted using small groups, some of which were intentionally created to promote learning 

among the staff. 

Paula described the book study as being conducted in small group settings. At her school, 

small groups were created intentionally, just as a teacher would do in a classroom. Four of the 

principals gave examples of how they were very intentional and thoughtful about the steps 

leading up to the book study. Staff were not required to read the entire Mindset book, rather only 

read the chapters specific to the background knowledge of mindset and the chapters specific to 

growth mindset in schools.  

In addition to the book study, TED Talks were another resource which were utilized by 

four of the seven principals to educate their staff on the power of a growth mindset. Of the four 

principals, all four used the TEDx Talk by Eduardo Briceño entitled The Power of Belief: 

Mindset and Success. Eduardo Briceño is the Co-Founder and CEO of Mindset Works 

(http:www.mindsetworks.com), an organization that helps schools and other organizations 

cultivate a growth mindset environment. In summary, this TEDx Talk summarized that the way 

we understand our intelligence and abilities deeply impacts our success. Based on social science 

research and real-life examples, Eduardo Briceño articulates how mindset, or the understanding 
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of intelligence and abilities, is key. Along with the Power of Belief: Mindset and Success TEDx 

Talk, the four principals also engaged their staff in Carol Dweck’s TED Talk entitled The power 

of believing that you can improve. Daniel shared four other inspirational videos that were 

instrumental in the success of his staff understanding the power of a growth mindset including: 

• TMB Panyee FC Short Film 

• Know Your Why 

• Sarah Lewis: Embrace the Near Win 

• Grit: The power of passion and perseverance 

Generate Buy-in from All Staff. In addition to establishing a strong foundation and 

incorporating the right resources when beginning growth mindset professional development, 

another theme that was apparent among the principals is the inclusion of all staff members within 

the school. Often at the school level, professional development, especially instructional 

professional development, is only focused on certified staff. Participants in the study 

overwhelming stated that every staff member must participate in the professional development. 

Including all school staff such as child nutrition service, custodians, office staff, and bus drivers 

is imperative when implementing a growth mindset environment. Each of these employees have 

regular informal conversations with students, which can lead to growth mindset focused 

conversations. When a staff member asks a student how their day is going and the child responds 

with a fixed mindset response, the staff member has the opportunity to assist the student in 

changing their mindset by focusing on a growth mindset response. By generating buy-in from all 

staff, the continuous growth mindset language and actions by all school staff will have a lasting 

impact on the implementation of a growth mindset environment.  

Bryce, a veteran district leader, explained the importance of including all staff, 
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Everyone has the potential to contribute to that culture. And so, like cafeteria staff in a 

school building, you think about cafeteria staff, about all this, all the staff members who 

touch students, or are in conversation or dialogue with students, I think they need to be a 

part of these conversations of implementation as well. 

Three of the participants specifically discussed staff buy-in during the interviews. Caroline 

described having her Assistant Principal and Instructional Facilitator on board and supporting the 

initiative was instrumental to their success. Furthermore, Andrew illustrated the importance for 

staff to have a personal understanding of the idea of growth mindset. He said,  

when a teacher sees through their own eyes, not you see for them, or you tell them, but 

when they see through their own eyes that it will benefit the kids in front of them, your 

work is done. There in, um, and subsequently, when a human being sees again, not 

because you see for them or you tell them, or you provide him a link to a research study, 

but when they see for themselves the benefit it has in their lives and their family, for 

those that they care and love about, it's done, you have them. So, those two connections 

were made, which I think was the primary reason that we had such wide-scale buy-in. 

Creating opportunities for others on your staff to help lead growth mindset learning will build 

buy-in among colleagues. Additionally, principal’s transparency of successes and failures is 

critical to the willingness of school staff to join this new journey. “I think just the relationship 

piece of opening yourself up to being vulnerable to staff about things that you're not, you know 

you don't think you're good at” is important for staff buy-in on the concept of growth mindset, 

shared Stephanie. Principals remarked that naturally, not all staff members initially bought into 

the idea of growth mindset. The implementation of intentional activities and continued learning 

was instrumental to the success of each of their schools. Generating staff buy-in is not one and 
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done. Rather, staff require continuous reminders to use growth mindset vocabulary, sharing of 

exemplar staff, and ongoing PD with all staff members. 

Deploying Growth Mindset In The School. Along with professional development 

practices focusing on staff exploring their own beliefs and generating staff buy-in, principals 

shared in detail the types of intentional activities included in the implementation and deployment 

of a growth mindset environment. Principals emphasized the language and messages we send to 

staff and students, evaluative feedback provided to staff, and making growth mindset visible to 

staff and students as important factors to deploying a growth mindset environment. Although 

seven out of the seven principals discussed implementation, Daniel, a principal who 

implemented growth mindset at two different schools, was one of the only principals who 

described creating a multi-year implementation plan.  

We had to build our own personal, professional capacity around growth mindset. That 

was year one. Year 2, we engaged in the pedagogical application, the accountable talk 

which I never once touched, and we, we called it effective questioning 'cause, I learned 

the lesson of our success in another district, and I stayed away from that branding, and we 

became very clinical with our observations. And the balance between how growth 

mindset supports the pedagogy inside of a classroom. Year three was the reinforcement 

year. So, it was kind of tying together the theory from year one, the practical, pragmatic 

application in Year 2 and we reinforce it in year 3 and you gotta understand from a 

professional development lens, people, generally, schools give up on something after year 

one, we did our book study, we did our thing, we're leaving it alone. A testament is how 

you stretch this out? It's kind of like sticking with the head coach of a football team, 
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right? Unless you can deliver results in the first year, we're done. It took us three years of 

growth mindset training to build the staff capacity around this idea that it's OK to fail. 

The other participants all discussed different actions taken during the implementation. To begin 

implementation, a growth mindset goal was included in the School Improvement Plan for one of 

the schools. Allison created a growth mindset committee focusing on keeping the momentum of 

the professional development and implementation of the growth mindset concept. Embracing 

failure among students and staff was another key to success for this school.  

Helping Others Use a Growth Mindset Language. The focus on language and the 

messages we send to staff, students, and families was identified by every participant in the study. 

To develop a growth mindset environment, leaders must help their staff change what they say 

and/or how they say it. This focus on language must be both written language and oral 

conversations. Caroline noted that a focus on her administrative team was, “[the] vocabulary 

used with students and staff—helping them to be mindful of the words and word choices they 

were using to make sure that we were ensuring that our growth mindset was happening.” 

Teachers and school staff should be equipped with growth mindset language examples, which 

they can readily rely on during conversation. Like any transition, the change to positive talk for 

growth language will not happen instantly. Rather, intentionality with language and word choice 

will be important for all staff. Andrew provided an excellent example how the language in his 

school began to change:  

Well, we explicitly talked about it. You know what you talk about matters. What you 

highlight matters. What you choose to spend time on matters. So I mean, we talked about 

explicitly growth mindset and fixed mindset and we did intentional comparisons, and, 

you know once the language became somewhat commonplace, at least the language of 
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the basics of a growth mindset versus a fixed mindset, it integrated, it began to integrate 

itself into PLT conversations and conversations with kids. It showed up on bulletin 

boards. It showed up in messages to parents, it showed up in conversations with kids. 

That's how you know, that's how I know one of the best ways I assess is your 

professional development, working or not?  Is if it begins to authentically show up in 

spaces that you didn't necessarily direct it to show up. 

In addition to focusing on the language used by staff personally, principals also encouraged their 

staff to bring the attention to others, including parents, when they spoke about their child with a 

fixed mindset. Daniel described how he empowered his teachers to socialize the concept of 

growth mindset with the entire school community,  

We also exercised this idea that, we gave them an example, or rather, I gave an example 

and said look, you know how we socialize this is exceptionally important. I'm giving you 

guys the green light. If you're in an IEP meeting, see if this sounds familiar. You're sitting 

in a meeting. You got your sped teacher, your reg ed teacher with you, got your parent 

and your student and the LEA. And at some point the mom turns to the child and says 

that's OK, I wasn't good at math either, right? And I asked people to hold up their hands. 

That sound familiar? You bet it does. I am giving you the teachers permission to call time 

out during the meeting and say that's not OK. I'm giving you permission to challenge the 

parent to say it's not OK if you think that. I can't have that conflicting with the message 

that we're sending your child daily at school, and that will really lead to some crucial 

conversations to challenge the conventional thinking that I'm just not OK at this. You're 

the parent, you had your time, you had your chance. We welcome you to be a part of this 
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journey, but you don't get to do that to your child because that we're sending your child a 

very different message. 

The principals were clear in their focus of the initial foundation of growth mindset language and 

messages we send to students, staff, and parents alike. Furthermore, examples of the focus on 

language included formal and informal data collection of language used by school staff. For 

example, Caroline remarked on her observations of documenting words and phrases teachers 

used when addressing students. She shared how she informally listened to what staff said about 

students and used the comments to launch the growth mindset professional development in her 

school. In addition, Caroline and Andrew explained how their schools implemented classroom 

walkthroughs, conducted by administrators and school staff, collecting formal data on growth 

mindset language heard in the classroom conversations from comments of school staff and 

students. The focus on the use of growth mindset language and the messages we send to staff and 

students was emphasized as an essential component to the launch of a growth mindset 

environment in schools.  

Making a Growth Mindset Visible in the School. In addition to focusing on the 

language and messages sent to staff and students, participants also articulated how they focused 

on the environment of the school to implement a growth mindset environment. Environmental 

processes identified, including making growth mindset visible to students, staff, and parents in 

student assemblies, through quotes displayed throughout the school, on shirts worn by staff, and 

on bulletin boards. In the words of Allison, “We just try to make it visible. There’s some pretty 

powerful quotes all throughout the school. I put quotes, growth mindset quotes, throughout the 

school and so that language is everywhere throughout the school in big bold letters.” While 

quotes are an important addition to your school environment, Caroline encouraged her staff to 
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wear shirts, created by the school, promoting the growth mindset, specifically focusing on the 

word, “Yet.” Bulletin boards were created with topics of “Say this, not that” changing a student’s 

language from a fixed mindset to a growth mindset. Additionally, many of the participants 

identified the display of bulletin boards focusing on the word “Yet” and “Not Yet.”  Three of the 

seven principals continuously held quarterly student assemblies focusing on growth mindset. The 

content of the assemblies included a focus on growth mindset language development, as well as 

opportunities for students to learn about and create personal growth mindset goals. Allison cited 

an example: 

We talked about, how do we incorporate in the language? So you know, we did 

assemblies. We talked about our kindergarteners know the word tenacity and they know 

that word. Another word, perseverance and we talk about those words, stamina.” In 

addition to the students, school staff focused more intentionally on the growth mindset 

language. Participant 8 claimed “our staff began to recognize each other when they kind 

of exhibited this, the signs of it, or that when they had accomplished a huge task or 

something that was out of their, kind of their skill set. 

Adults and students benefit from visual reminders. The display and reference of visual 

reminders, including displaying growth mindset language on bulletin boards and posting positive 

quotes, throughout the school campus are an excellent continued focus on growth mindset. 

The Important Role of Evaluative Feedback. Principal participants addressed 

evaluative feedback as a practice towards implementing a growth mindset environment in their 

schools. This includes evaluative feedback teachers provide to students, as well as evaluative 

feedback school administrators provide to teachers. Daniel recalled how his administrative team 

watched videos and scripted out the feedback they would provide to teachers. The administrative 
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team was clinical with their observations, balancing how growth mindset supports the pedagogy 

inside the classroom:  

You've got to be more descriptive than the feedback that you provide as a teacher and to 

be fair, to avoid hypocrisy, but that's not the only reason we knew that as administrators 

we had to do the same thing with teachers. We had to deploy that growth mindset 

feedback process when we were evaluating teachers. 

Another participant stated they focused on growth mindset when providing evaluative feedback 

100 percent of the time. “I incorporate the professional development that we have endeavored 

upon for the year into evaluation,” explained Andrew. He continued to say, “It's a look for in the 

classroom. We're looking for growth mindset, we're looking for teachers encouraging kids along 

that way.” Using growth mindset language during teacher evaluations creates an environment 

that is forward thinking and less critical of teachers. Stephanie was intentional about how she 

used growth mindset language when supporting teachers. “I use the language of growth mindset 

so that it does not come across as being critical or criticizing. But it's more here, this is 

something to help you or you know, in the future I would consider doing this.” 

Including Parents and Caregivers. The active inclusion of parents in developing a 

growth mindset environment in schools was inconsistent among the principals. Caroline claimed 

“another important piece was to include parents because we were hearing things that parents 

would say that represented that they didn't have a growth mindset. So, we needed them to 

understand this idea of what a growth mindset was.” Parents and caregivers are one of the most 

important key stakeholders in a school. Involving parents and caregivers in any school initiative 

is essential to the success of the initiative. Three of the seven principals were intentional and 

included parents in the growth mindset journey. Allison, Daniel, and Stephanie all educated the 
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parents in the school community through parent information sessions and PTA meetings. In 

addition to these principals educating parents, other participants informed parents through 

newsletter messages from the school. Caroline noted in her interview parents were not 

specifically educated and “the school did not go deep enough.” While some principals did not 

benefit from parental involvement, Daniel gave an example of a time a parent shared with him 

they were hearing the growth mindset vocabulary at the kitchen table. “Great, victory is our[s]” 

he declared.  

Principals’ Perceptions of the Most and Least Effective Actions. In the study, 

participants indicated the least effective and most effective practical leadership activities and 

behaviors school principals engaged in to develop a growth mindset environment. While Allison 

indicated a success of creating a growth mindset committee, she also noted the committee 

selection as the least effective action taken for her school. Having the right people in the right 

position was crucial for implementation. Minimal parent education of the growth mindset topic 

was the least effective action Caroline identified. “Looking back, I would have engaged parents 

in a different way because I think sometimes, they’re inundated with information, especially 

print information, from schools.” Paula declared her least effective action was not being as 

patient with folks about changing. She would have taken a slower approach. Both Andrew and 

Stephanie acknowledged the least effective action taken was related to the book study 

emphasizing they would break up the book Mindset: The new psychology of success (Dweck, 

2006) by chapter and differentiate the professional development for staff members. Daniel, who 

implemented growth mindset environment at two different schools, identified the least effective 

action taken as not being well scripted and planned during his first implementation. 
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Along with the least effective action taken, principals were asked to identify the most 

effective action taken to develop a growth mindset environment in their school. Four of the seven 

participants confirmed making very direct, explicit connections to the benefit growth mindset has 

to the students was the most effective action taken. This included exposing teachers to the 

language and documenting what staff were saying to students, as well as leaving notes for staff 

thanking them for promoting a growth mindset in the classroom. Allison, who included growth 

mindset into the school improvement plan, explained having real clear action steps in the plan 

was most effective. “It's a hallmark of our school improvement plan,” she stated. As with the 

implementation of any initiative, implementing a growth mindset environment requires a 

commitment from all staff. Daniel acknowledged the most effective action taken by stating “I 

think owning it, making sure that it embodies everything that you do constantly in your 

organization, in your school, so that it becomes a living, breathing entity.” 

Important Barriers to Implementation. New initiatives often include barriers that must 

be overcome. Growth mindset environment is no different from other initiatives. 

“Implementation was harder than I imagined” reported Caroline. Additionally, she stated:  

After two years, you would think that it was ingrained in us, but we still had lots of work 

to do, so we had to do continuous reminders, like we kind of tried to highlight it at every 

staff meeting so that it became part of the culture not, just something that we were doing. 

All seven of the principal participants identified people as a barrier. For example, Allison 

provided insight stating “because we're people, we all have different stuff we bring to the table. 

Some people have a natural inclination to embracing a growth mindset better than others.” 

Understanding people and individual perceptions is fundamental when establishing a growth 

mindset environment. “Growth mindset is hard work and persistence, and sometimes it's hard 
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when, um, people want to go back to well, these, these kids just can't,” exclaimed Paula. She 

continued to explain, “changing the people’s beliefs and perceptions is hard work.” Andrew 

identified a barrier “some people naturally have a bent towards pessimism.” Even in the world of 

education, people do not always have the most optimistic view of things. Pessimistic individuals 

may have a difficult understanding the concept of growth mindset. Daniel found that “Coaching 

for the adults, both professionally and our families to understand that the brain is, it is not fixed. 

It was designed as a muscle to grow” was a barrier. In addition to gaining an understanding of 

barriers, principal participants were asked if there were any activities they attempted that 

“bombed,” meaning they completely flopped. Six of the seven principals responded with a 

resounding, “no,” none of their activities “bombed” when attempted. Andrew provided one 

example that did not go as planned in his implementation of a growth mindset environment.  

So, we tried to take the elementary survey data from the Duckworth Grit scale that comes 

out of, I think 4th and 5th graders, as it rises and use that with our 6th graders. Grit 

having a lot to do with a growth mindset, the ability to dig in and persevere through, 

through challenging times and to keep an attitude that you, you can do and you will do 

and you will overcome and you will continue to learn from that. You'll come out on the 

other side better than you did from the beginning. That never really took and I was really 

hopeful that but that would. I don't think it did any harm. But it didn't, it didn't really take. 

So, I would say that kind of flopped.” 

Summary of Findings from Principals  

While all seven school principals have closely aligned definitions of growth mindset and 

have implemented many of the same strategies, there are slight variations of growth mindset 

deployment in their schools. Helping staff identify their essential mindset beliefs was important 
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to the launch of a growth mindset environment. Principals gathered and shared growth mindset 

resources, many provided by district professional development, to employ an understanding of 

mindset. However, principals did not use the exact same resources. These resources were utilized 

differently to generate staff buy-in. Deploying a multi-year plan and including growth mindset as 

an action item in the school improvement plan was stated as fundamental to the success of 

growth mindset. Additionally, principals helping others use growth mindset language and 

making the language visible in the school were other findings in the research. Administrators 

provided evaluative feedback to teachers and staff to create a focus of using growth mindset 

language. As with many initiatives, it is valuable to include all key stakeholders, such as parents. 

Some principals included parents from the onset of the growth mindset journey while others 

waited until year two or three. The final findings in research question one addressed the principal 

perceptions of the most and least effective action taken by principals, as well as barriers 

principals encountered during the implementation of a growth mindset environment. Without a 

quantitative correlation, many of the participants felt strongly that a focus on creating a growth 

mindset environment positively impacted an increase in student achievement among their 

students. When focusing on growth mindset, principals shared the thought of students being 

more intentional of their effort towards all subject areas, including subjects where they may have 

difficulties and were required to put forth more effort. 

Research Question #2. What practices do district leaders engage in to support principals in 

developing a growth mindset environment in their district’s schools? 

Helping Staff Identify Their Essential Beliefs. The foundation of the growth mindset 

concept at the district level began as one component of an initiative entitled Effective Teacher 

Framework (ETF). Allison, who has served in the district as both a district leader and principal, 
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was instrumental in launching the growth mindset concept in the district during the launch of 

ETF. The district designed the implementation of ETF by referencing The Skillful Teacher: 

Building Your Teaching book written by Jon Saphier and Robert R. Gower (2008) as the 

framework for the training. The Skillful Teacher focuses on generic pedagogy in teaching and is 

a unique synthesis of the knowledge base of teaching with the powerful repertoires for matching 

teaching strategies to student needs. While designing the framework of the ETF initiative, 

Allison discovered Dweck’s book and watched a TED Talk and immediately noted, “this just 

mirrors so perfectly with what Saphier’s trying to communicate about our belief structure in kids 

and so that became our primary source.” Saphier et al. (2008) suggest “without understanding 

one’s beliefs, it is impossible to understand one’s attitude and motivation to learn new 

approaches to teaching” (p. 11). The district design team “used that as our framework for 

constructing the six days of professional development and at the foundation of that framework, 

the triangle, is about your beliefs and students,” stated Allison. 

Six out of six district participants all cited reading Mindset: The new psychology of 

success written by Carol Dweck in 2006 as a foundation of the work to begin the ETF training. 

Each of the six participants participating in the study were active presenters in the ETF 

professional development. In addition to reading the Mindset book, the participants all recall 

viewing the TEDx Talk by Eduardo Briceño entitled, The Power of Belief – mindset and success. 

Further, the district implementation team worked closely with Angela Duckworth. Allison 

explained, “We worked with her research, because of her work on grit, which was an extension 

of Carol Dweck's work.” Allison also spoke to the dedication of deploying ETF. “The team of 

individuals met weekly, developing a robust professional development,” she claimed. Basing the 

foundation on the works of Saphier, Dweck, Briceño, and Duckworth, the district was on its way 
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to implementing “one of the highest ratings of professional development we'd ever done in the 

county,” reported Allison. 

Gather and Share Growth-Mindset Resources with Administrators. Included in the 

implementation of the ETF framework were a variety of specific resources used to deploy the 

growth mindset professional development with principals and other district staff. Resources 

including research articles, surveys, TED Talks, and district-developed PowerPoints were used in 

the professional development. As previously noted, all participants read Mindset: The New 

Psychology of Success, watched TED Talks by Dweck, Briceño, and Duckworth, and read 

multiple articles focusing on Academic Tenacity, Grit, and Beliefs. Gwin, a veteran district 

leader with 26 years of service, recapped an initial activity conducted at the beginning of the 

professional development. 

We had participants write down just as many of those messages they hear commonly 

voiced throughout their building and we didn't tell them that it was, you know, whether 

they reflected either growth or fixed. Do those messages reflect a fixed or growth 

mindset?...Like I mentioned from, from the very beginning, we wanted to look at, you 

know, even the messaging that we use. You know that starting, starting with us and 

looking at OK, so if we want to make a change, it really is, It's systemic, but it's also 

begins with the individual for sure. 

The district leaders emphasized the importance of beginning with a focus on the language used 

by the adults in the building. Melissa, a 21-year district leader, has worked in several different 

positions at the district level, cited an important foundation to the beginning of growth mindset 

training. “So we did a lot of work on the language that we used with kids and this was working 

directly with principals so that they could create an awareness with teachers,” she shared. 
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The district launched an ETF website specific to the implementation of the professional 

development. The Effective Teacher Framework website mirrored The Skillful Teacher text and 

the Map of Pedagogical Knowledge. See Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Map of Pedagogical Knowledge. 

 

Principals and school staff utilized the Effective Teacher Framework website to gain 

access to additional resources. By clicking on each individual pedagogical domain block on the 

map, viewers had immediate access to a plethora of additional professional development articles, 

videos, lesson ideas, and other helpful resources, all intended for the enhancement of personal 

capacity for that specific pedagogical domain.  
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Ensuring District Alignment Within All Professional Development. As the district 

continued with the implementation of ETF, including a strong focus on growth mindset, the 

district leadership team expected alignment across all departments. Allison explained, “every 

professional development had to be aligned to Effective Teacher Framework.” Her department 

had two staffers that would formally meet with different departments to confirm alignment. 

Allison went on to say “the ETF committee reviewed all the professional development in this 

system, entire professional development” ensuring alignment with the Effective Teacher 

Framework. District alignment in the use of growth mindset language across departments is 

fundamental to all district leaders being committed to the deployment of growth mindset. Leslie 

described she was the director of a department. She explained, 

Team members on my team, they were responsible for conducting professional learning 

for a variety of reasons at schools, and we got to the point where as a team we would 

view everybody's professional learning, their slide deck, before they went in, you know, 

deployed it and gave feedback there to each other. 

Generate Buy-in From Administrators and District Staff. Every principal in the 

district was required to attend the ETF professional development workshops during the first year 

of implementation. During year two, assistant principals also participated in the professional 

development process immersion. Additionally, during year two, the district videotaped the 

assistant principals’ training and wrote a script for a staff member to implement the professional 

development for all the instructional resource teachers. Leslie shared a concern relative to 

sufficient staff training with ETF principles, 

Not all central service staff went through the six days that principals did, right. Like so, 

we like, I'm, I could tell you what we did on our day, and so and at that time, we had to 
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know how it was connected, overall a little bit. But, not that we engaged in that same 

learning the principals were learning, so there was a huge gap between central service 

staff and building principals. 

 Important Barriers to Implementation. When analyzing what barriers, if any, 

impacted the implementation of a growth mindset environment in the district, three out of the six 

district participants identified the large size of the district as an obstacle. Allison stated, “our 

size, our size, it’s a challenge, always!” In addition to size, too many ongoing initiatives and the 

inability to sustain an initiative was also noted as a barrier by three participants. Other significant 

barriers noted were time, fatigue, overload, not creating the why, and changes in leadership. 

To this point, Allison claimed, “I made the decision to leave central office and when I 

left, it left.” She went on to say  

I tied all that up in a bow, gave it to the Deputy Superintendent, and at the time, the 

Superintendent did not appreciate the amount of money that was being put into Effective 

Teacher Framework and so he was not willing to sustain it. 

As districts consider implementing a growth mindset environment and other initiatives, the 

barriers noted are important to consider. To succeed with a positive implementation, district 

leaders must consider these barriers when considering future program implementations. 

Bessie, a veteran district leader with 26 years of experience shared,  

I think along with many things in this district, we, we don't ever seem to embrace things 

for long enough to help them really get implemented. Let everyone go through that 

novice stage before you're going to become the expert in it, which is why you shouldn't 

change things suddenly, quickly and all the time. People don't want to be novices all the 

time. They want to be expert.”  
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This idea of implementation is consistent with a barrier that principals also noted. The lack of a 

multi-year district plan was detrimental to the continued success of the initiative. Allison stated, 

“too many initiatives are tied to people and not to system thinking.” When exploring and 

implementing new initiatives at the district level, consensus is important from the superintendent 

and throughout all divisions and departments. Initiatives attached to people instead of to the 

system will eventually lose support and drive by others. Melissa exclaimed “So it feels like 

sometimes that buzzwords and initiatives come through, and some of the other things fall off the 

radar.” She continued to say,  

I just think we needed to have the plan built. To say, year one is going to do this, year 

two is going to do this, and year three is going to do this. And sometimes we give up 

before we kind of see that plan through to really be able to measure systemic change. 

And so I don't think it was able to make the impact that we wanted it to make.  

Just as principals were asked, district leaders were also asked if there were any activities they 

attempted that “bombed,” meaning the completely failed. Six of the six district leaders responded 

with a resounding, “no,” none of their activities failed when attempted. 

Intentional Focus Equals Most Effective Leadership of Growth Mindset. Each of the 

eleven participants were asked to distinguish between effective leadership and effective 

leadership for building a growth mindset environment. The resonating response with all eleven 

participants related to intentionality. Allison stated,  

Intuitive first. Leading with intuition or intentionality. So I think that's the difference, 

right? So there are some that are intuitively good leaders. You're right. And I do agree 

with that. It's just a matter of good leadership. And there's you know, those that you see 

have some natural gifts around that. But those natural gifts only get you so far. It's being 
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intentional about the work that makes you the most effective, so you can, I can - I mean 

that, that stuff was intuitive to me because I thought that's who I was as a person that I 

love to work so much, but I've had to be intentional about the sustaining of it in 

sustaining my learning, to maintain effectiveness, so that's the key difference. 

Intentionality and the focus on success of growth mindset can be a result of what you focus on 

you get more of over time. Bryce spoke to the idea of addressing mistakes and pitfalls,  

I think it's the difference in an effective leader that is focused on the growth mindset 

research and building a growth mindset culture focuses on turning those mistakes into 

opportunities, so creating a safe space where people can share the mistakes that they've 

made so everyone can learn and grow from them. And so it's not that mistakes or pitfalls 

are swept under the rug and I think effective leaders can help people correct mistakes and 

they can, they can help one person get better, but I think a leader, effective leader that is 

helping build a growth mindset culture really pulls back the curtain and allows those 

mistakes to be brought to the forefront so everyone can learn and improve together. 

Melissa, a district leader who works closely with a variety of schools, participating in school 

improvement team meetings, grade level professional learning teams, grade level planning 

meetings, and school level professional development shared a very insightful description 

distinguishing effective leader building a growth mindset environment. She proclaimed,  

So I do think that, it's a culture that exists. I do think that there are things that you can 

feel and look for. So, as someone at the district level who goes and visits a lot of different 

schools and let's just use and say that I'm sitting in on a PLT or a leadership team 

meeting, for example. There are certain things that happen during those meetings that 

kind of indicate the difference in the leadership styles that exist of whether there feels 
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like, and I hate to make generalizations on a limited time. But, in that meeting time frame 

there are some things that indicate, OK, they're operating from a growth mindset or they 

aren't.  

Intentionality is a finding that distinguishes the difference between an effective leader and an 

effective leader building a growth mindset. Melissa shared an example of attending a school 

meeting as an outside participant and “being able to feel” the leadership style in the room. A 

principal may be equipped with essential leadership skills and be successful leading their school 

to success, however, without an intentional focus on growth mindset the opportunity may be lost 

for students and staff to understand the foundation of the concept.  

Modeling Growth Mindset. In addition to intentionality, modeling by leaders was an 

indicator of the difference between an effective leader and an effective leader building a growth 

mindset environment. Nine of the eleven participants each provided at least one example or used 

the word model when describing the practical leadership activities and behaviors of school 

principals and districts leaders who are creating a growth mindset environment. Leslie indicated, 

You have some leaders that just come out and they think they know it all and you 

know, definitely have the hierarchy mindset. Where I think those with a growth 

mindset. Again, approach it when we're in this together and I'll make mistakes and 

you might know better than me. So I'm not going to make all the decisions. So, 

humility, reflection, collaborative, transparent, model. You have to model. A 

leader who is portraying a growth mindset has to model failure. 

More specifically, teachers and students must see and fully embrace the notion of growth 

mindset being modeled from the top down. Administration and all staff must model growth 

mindset for students. The more staff and students hear the language of growth mindset and the 
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more they internalize it will be become embedded in your environment. Leslie noted, “You have 

to model it as a leader. You can't just provide PD, you can't just use specific language in isolated 

cases. It has to be who you are every day, all day.” Finally, it is important for staff and students 

to see failures not exclusively a negative, but also as an opportunity for learning. “Let them see 

us as learners as well,” remarked Bessie. 

Summary of Findings from District Leadership  

Consistent with the findings from principals at the school level, district leaders 

recognized helping staff identify their essential beliefs and sharing growth-mindset resources 

with administrators as an essential factor to the implementation of a growth mindset 

environment. The research uncovered ensuring district alignment across all departments and 

within all professional development as an addition finding. District leaders acknowledged 

barriers to the implementation of a growth mindset as lack of time, too many initiatives 

implemented at the same time, and changes in leadership who did not support the initiative. 

Additionally, the absence of a district multi-year plan was an additional finding in the research. 

Summary of Results 

This chapter explored the data collected as a part of this research study. The study 

outlined the implementation of a growth mindset environment, including the professional 

development conducted at the district level, as well as at the school level in seven schools. 

Specifically, the findings discovered helping staff identify their essential beliefs when beginning 

the growth mindset journey with the district and schools, gathering and sharing growth mindset 

resources, generating buy-in, helping others use a growth mindset language, and making growth 

mindset visible important factors when deploying a growth mindset environment. Additionally, 

the findings also identified the importance of evaluative feedback to teachers and including 
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parents and caregivers. The research discussed barriers principals and district leaders 

encountered during the implementation of growth mindset. Lastly, the study made a connection 

to effective leadership skills and the importance for principals and district leaders to model 

growth mindset. The next chapter will review this study and its findings, as well as provide 

recommendations, implications for practice, and recommendations for future research.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

 The purpose of this qualitative collective case study was to identify the practical 

leadership activities and behaviors of school principals and district leaders that implement a 

growth mindset environment in schools. This chapter includes a summary of this research study 

as well as an overview and discussion of its findings. The chapter concludes with 

recommendations and implications for educational practice, recommendations for future 

research, and a brief summary. 

Summary of the Study 

 School principals and district leaders of a large urban southeastern school district were 

asked to participate in a research study on the topic of growth mindset. The participants were 

selected using the snowball sampling technique based on their familiarity of implementing a 

growth mindset environment in their district and schools. The study was based on Carol Dweck’s 

(2006) theories of fixed and growth mindsets. Dweck’s framework can be summarized by 

understanding mindsets are just beliefs, which potentially can be changed by each individual. 

Dweck (2008) states, “What students believe about their brains – whether they see their 

intelligence as something that’s fixed or something that can grow and change – has profound 

effects on their motivation, learning, and school achievement” (p. 1). The study explored the 

practical leadership activities and behaviors which develop a growth mindset environment in 

schools, which may impact student and staff motivation, learning, and school achievement. 

 The study was driven by two primary research questions: What practices do principals 

engage in to develop a growth mindset environment in their schools? What practices do district 
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leaders engage in to support principals in developing a growth mindset environment in their 

district’s schools? 

 To answer these research questions, the primary data source employed was transcripts 

from semi-structured interviews with principals and district leaders. The semi-structured 

interviews were conducted following an interview protocol with question probes as a guide. 

Additionally, after the completion of all interviews, the participants were contacted by email to 

collect additional information. To triangulate the data, documents and artifacts from principals 

and district leaders were used as well as the researcher’s field notes. Themes repeating 

throughout the transcripts, documents, and other artifacts were coded. 

Discussion of Findings 

 All eleven of the participants in the study were able to convey an array of practical 

leadership activities and behaviors school principals and district leaders implemented to create a 

growth mindset environment. Many of the findings at the district level were consistent with the 

findings at the school level, and similar themes emerged in answer to both research questions. 

Although the principals participated in the district Effective Teacher Framework (ETF) 

professional development together, each of the seven principals launched their individual 

school’s growth mindset journey in a variety of ways. The practical leadership activities and 

behaviors discovered encompassed thirteen themes: (a) helping staff identify their essential 

beliefs, (b) gathering and sharing growth-mindset resources with faculty and staff, (c) generating 

buy-in from all staff, (d) deploying growth mindset in their schools, (e) helping others use a 

growth mindset language, (f) making a growth mindset visible in the school, (g) understanding 

the important role of evaluative feedback, (h) including parents and caregivers, (i) evaluating of 

the most and least effective actions, (j) identifying important barriers to implementation, (k) 
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ensuring district alignment within all professional development, (l) recognizing the importance 

of an intentional focus as the most effective leadership of growth mindset, and (m) modeling 

growth mindset from the top down. 

Helping Staff Identify Their Essential Beliefs 

One of the first practical leadership activities discovered in the findings was the 

utilization of a mindset belief survey. The principals were consistent in helping school staff 

identify their essential beliefs. While three of the principals recalled utilizing a self-report survey 

with staff members, which measured the individual’s mindset, all seven of the principals 

implemented activities focused on mindset beliefs. Although principals indicated the use of a 

mindset survey at the onset of professional development, none of the principals mentioned 

conducting a follow up survey to reassess teacher essential beliefs.  

This finding is consistent with a study by Hochanadel and Finamore (2015). Hochanadel 

and Finamore found growth mindset can be taught to faculty, students, and parents. Additionally, 

Sternberg (1985) conducted a study where individuals were to identify behaviors characteristic 

of an ideally intelligent, creative, or wise person. As a result of his study, he learned people have 

systematic implicit theories of intelligence, creativity, and wisdom, which are used both in 

evaluating oneself and others. The utilization of the mindset survey helps staff understand their 

implicit theories of intelligence. 

Like principals, a finding among district leaders was the importance of focusing on 

personal beliefs as a foundation of the Effective Teacher Framework. At the onset of training 

around mindset, one of the first activities the district leaders utilized was the use of a mindset 

belief survey. The district focused on the beliefs about intelligence and children’s capacity to 

learn, beliefs about learning, beliefs about teachers and teaching, and beliefs about schools and 
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schooling. Saphier et al. (2008) suggest “without understanding one’s beliefs, it is impossible to 

understand one’s attitude and motivation to learn new approaches to teaching” (p. 11) 

Gathering and Sharing Growth-Mindset Resources with Faculty and Staff 

After collecting belief survey data, four of the seven principals introduced school staff to 

the concept of growth mindset by viewing TED Talk inspirational videos including Dweck’s 

(2014) The power of believing that you can improve and Briceño’s (2012) The Power of Belief: 

Mindset and Success. One of the principals shared additional inspirations videos employed to 

teach the mindset belief. Along with a focus on the foundation of beliefs, a consistent finding 

among all seven principals was engaging staff in a book study on the book Mindset: The New 

Psychology of Success (2006) written by Carol Dweck. The data collected on the use of a book 

study was inconsistent among principals. Variations of the book study included reading the book 

from cover to cover and only reading chapters that pertained to education. In addition to how the 

book study was conducted, purchasing a book for every staff member was also an inconsistent 

finding. Additionally, principals were inconsistent in the delivery of the book study either 

through whole group or small group study. Other resources principals used with faculty and staff 

included PowerPoints, mindset articles, activities, and websites. 

The district leaders discussed resources including research articles, surveys, TED Talks, 

and district-developed PowerPoints which were used in the professional development. As 

principals previously noted, all participants read Mindset: The New Psychology of Success, 

watched TED Talks by Dweck, Briceño, and Duckworth, and read multiple articles focusing on 

Academic Tenacity, Grit, and Beliefs. A resource found in the research was the creation of a 

website specific to the implementation of the Effective Teacher Framework. The Effective 

Teacher Framework website mirrored The Skillful Teacher text and the Map of Pedagogical 
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Knowledge. District leaders shared disappointment as the Effective Teacher website and Map of 

Pedagogical tool did not withstand leadership changes in the district. The resource is no longer 

available for district personnel.  

Ensuring District Alignment Within All Professional Development  

 In a district the size of this large urban southeastern district, alignment across 

departments can be a barrier. As the district continued with the implementation of Effective 

Teacher Framework, including a strong focus on growth mindset, the district leadership team 

expected alignment across all departments. Specifically, the department responsible for the ETF 

professional development employed two staff members who had the responsibility of ensuring 

and confirming alignment across all departments. The staff members formally met with different 

departments and reviewed PowerPoints and other documents prior to the specific department’s 

professional development with teachers or other staff. 

Generating Buy-in from All Staff 

 The next finding in the study was an overwhelming focus on the importance of including 

every staff member within the school in the launch of a growth mindset environment. One of the 

principals explained the significance of incorporating all staff members, including cafeteria staff 

and custodians. Non-classroom staff including those mentioned, as well as office staff and bus 

drivers can contribute to the growth mindset environment of the school. Growth mindset 

environment extends far beyond the classroom. Through informal conversations in the office, 

cafeteria, and hallways, staff members have the opportunity to send positive messages to 

students focusing on growth mindset. Dweck (2008) states, “What students believe about their 

brains – whether they see their intelligence as something that’s fixed or something that can grow 

and change – has profound effects on their motivation, learning, and school achievement” (p. 1). 
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In addition to including all staff, three participants specifically discussed staff buy-in during the 

employment interview process. When interviewing for open positions in their schools, principals 

were intentional in seeking to find and understand the mindset of applicants. Question stems in 

the interview questions assisted interview teams in gaining an understanding of how the 

application embraced mindset. Interview teams looked for applicants who answered questions 

using growth mindset language. 

Deploying Growth Mindset In The District and School 

After school staff acquired an understanding of essential beliefs and a concept of a 

growth mindset, principals emphasized creating a growth mindset culture through the language and 

messages that are communicated to staff and students. They also highlighted the importance of 

evaluative feedback and ensuring that a growth mindset is visible staff and students. Although all 

seven principals discussed implementation, they did not have a common comprehensive 

implementation plan. That is, the strategies they deployed at each school varied. Furthermore, 

the findings revealed that only one principal created a multi-year implementation plan. Other 

principals described implementing a growth mindset initiative over several years; however, they 

did not clearly describe using a multi-year plan. 

Finally, one principal explained how she created a growth mindset committee to keep the 

momentum of the professional development and implementation of the growth mindset concept. 

This principal also included a growth mindset goal in the School Improvement Plan. She 

emphasized the importance of selecting appropriate staff members for a growth mindset 

committee. 

District leaders shared the requirement of all principals participating in the ETF 

professional development. Primarily, the professional development was conducted as part of 
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principal meeting agendas. Assistant principals also participated in the professional 

development; however, not until year two of the implementation. One district leader noted a 

finding negatively impacting the buy-in of growth mindset in the district. Not all district leaders 

had the opportunity of participating in the growth mindset professional development. Some 

leaders in different departments facilitated learning for their staff while others did not. Without 

fully understand the power of belief and mindset, staff had difficulty using the mindset language. 

Another finding at the district level impacting the deployment of growth mindset in the 

district was the lack of a multi-year plan. The lack of a multi-year district plan was detrimental to 

the continued success of the initiative. Implementation science research claims initiatives take 

three to five years to fully implement. The absence of a plan in the district allowed the 

implementation to wane very quickly, especially with a transition in district leadership.  

Helping Others Use a Growth Mindset Language 

 All of the participants in the study focused on language and the messages that are 

communicated by school leaders to staff, students, and families. To develop a growth mindset 

environment, they argued that leaders must help their staff change what they say and/or how they 

say it. Furthermore, examples of the focus on language included formal and informal data 

collection of language used by school staff. Data collection of documenting words and phrases 

teachers and staff used when addressing students was another finding. The importance of helping 

others use a growth mindset language has the potential to make a significant impact on student 

learning, as students are more ready to take risks, confront challenges, and continue working on 

these challenges (Aronson, Fried, & Good, 2002; Blackwell et al., 2007; Dweck, 2006, 2009, 

2012; Dweck & Yeager, 2019; Hochanadel & Finamore, 2015; Mawer, 2014; Sauce & Matzel, 

2018; Yeager et al., 2014; Yeager et al., 2017; Yeager el al., 2019). Helping others use the 
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growth mindset language can assist them in stretching their thinking. “Sometimes people with 

the growth mindset stretch themselves so far that they do the impossible” (Dweck, 2006, p. 13). 

Making a Growth Mindset Visible in the School 

 Participants articulated how they focused on the environment of the school to implement 

a growth mindset environment. They identified a few important environmental processes, 

including making growth mindset visible to students, staff, and parents in student assemblies, 

through quotes displayed throughout the school, on shirts worn by staff, and on bulletin boards. 

Through these means, a growth mindset became more visible and transparent in some schools. In 

other schools, growth mindset environments were created more spontaneously. One principal 

shared that while he did not require teachers to post mindset bulletin boards, positive messages 

started to appear. This finding is consistent to a study which explored mindset environments 

beyond the classroom. Haimovitz and Dweck (2017) explored mindset environments beyond the 

individual classroom finding these practices create a strong learning community among the 

individual students. 

The Important Role of Evaluative Feedback 

 Participants also emphasized the important role of evaluative feedback in implementation 

of a growth mindset environment. This includes evaluative feedback teachers provide to 

students, in addition to evaluative feedback school administrators provide to teachers. This is 

consistent to the finding of the being aware of the language we use and messages we send when 

communicating to others. Adults can draw attention to the potential for children to improve by 

using phrases like “I can’t do this…yet!” (Haimovitz & Dweck, 2017). When adults begin to 

highlight struggles as normal and positive in the learning process, children may begin to 

understand how their own intelligence is malleable and can grow. Berger and colleagues (2014) 
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found that feedback from teachers and peers alike focus on the learning process toward 

individual learning goals. These practices created a strong learning community among the 

individual students. 

Including Parents and Caregivers 

 Surprisingly, the active inclusion of parents in developing a growth mindset environment 

in schools was not a consistent finding across the principals interviewed in this study. 

Hochanadel and Finamore (2015) found growth mindset can be taught to faculty, students, and 

parents. Three of the seven principals were intentional and included parents and caregivers in the 

growth mindset journey. Parents and caregivers at these schools were educated through formal 

information sessions and PTA meetings. Principals who did not intentionally engage parents and 

caregivers made note of the importance of including these key stakeholders and stated they 

should have been more intentional including these key stakeholders.  

Principals’ Perceptions of the Most and Least Effective Actions 

 While three principals were intentional including parents and caregivers in the 

implementation process, one participant identified the minimal parent education of the growth 

mindset topic as the least effective action taken by her school. In addition, the research identified 

other findings of the least effective actions including not having the right people on a growth 

mindset committee, not being patient with staff members about changing their mindset, not 

having an effective approach to the book study, and not being well planned for a multi-year 

implementation. 

 Four of the seven participants confirmed making very direct, explicit connections to the 

benefit growth mindset has to the students was the most effective action taken. This included 

exposing teachers to the language and documenting what staff were saying to students, as well as 
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leaving notes for staff thanking them for promoting a growth mindset in the classroom. The 

study also revealed a finding of the importance of making sure growth mindset embodies 

everything that you do constantly in your school, so that it becomes a living, breathing entity. 

Every action and decision in the school should be made with the lens of a growth mindset 

environment.  

Important Barriers to Implementation 

 With many initiatives, barriers often get in the way of implementation and must be 

addressed. In this study, all seven of the principals identified people as a barrier. Changing 

people’s beliefs is hard work, especially those with a fixed mindset. The study uncovered the 

importance for continued professional development and continuous activities where staff focus 

on mindset. It is easy for someone to revert back to a fixed mindset and begin doubting the true 

ability of a student. Growth mindset is not a one and done professional development. Rather, it 

requires continuous execution among staff trainings. 

 Findings among district leaders acknowledged barriers to the implementation of a growth 

mindset as the large size of the district, lack of time, too many initiatives implemented at the 

same time, not creating the why, and changes in leadership who did not support the initiative. 

Additionally, the absence of a multi-year plan was an additional finding in the research. The 

notion of creating the why is consistent to research by Sinek. Sinek claims, “There are only two 

ways to influence human behavior: you can manipulate it or you can inspire it” (2009, p. 19).  

Intentional Focus Equals Most Effective Leadership of Growth Mindset 

 In the study, each of the eleven participants were asked to distinguish between effective 

leadership and effective leadership for building a growth mindset environment. Do all good 

principals already do this work of growth mindset? The resonating response with all eleven 
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participants related to intentionality. A principal may be equipped with essential leadership skills 

and be successful leading their school to success; however, without an intentional focus on 

growth mindset the opportunity may be lost for students and staff to understand the foundation of 

the concept of growth mindset.  

Modeling Growth Mindset from the Top Down 

 In addition to intentionality, modeling by leaders was an indicator of the difference 

between an effective leader and an effective leader building a growth mindset environment. Nine 

of the eleven participants provided at least one specific example or used the word model when 

describing the practical leadership activities and behaviors of school principals and districts 

leaders who are creating a growth mindset environment. The finding discovered teachers and 

students must see and fully embrace the notion of growth mindset being modeled from the top 

down. Administration and all staff must model growth mindset for other staff, students, and 

families. The more frequently staff, students, and families hear the language of growth mindset 

and the more they internalize it will be become embedded in the school environment. 

Recommendations and Implications for Educational Practice 

Considering many district and school initiatives, district leaders and principals are often 

forced to make difficult decisions on the types of initiatives they will focus on with their staff. 

The concept of growth mindset should not be overlooked and should be carefully considered by 

districts and schools alike. Focusing on growth mindset establishes a context for both staff and 

students alike to stretch their thinking. That is, by becoming aware of a fixed or growth mindset, 

individuals can open the door to endless possibilities within the school setting and in their 

personal lives. Based on the literature and the findings from this study, I recommend that the 
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practical leadership activities and behaviors of school principals and district leaders 

implementing a growth mindset environment include a number of important recommendations.  

 First, districts need to develop a common framework at the district and school level that 

would allow for enhanced implementation and replication in the execution of developing a 

growth mindset environment. In a district as large as the sample in the study, it is likely that the 

variation in growth mindset implementation may occur across various departments. Furthermore, 

as the findings discussed, when a common framework was not available, principals who 

participated in professional development together implemented a growth mindset environment in 

a variety of many ways when implementing at the school level. 

Second, it is important for schools and districts to develop a detailed multi-year 

implementation plan for districts and schools. An initial step in the multi-year plan would 

include creating a growth mindset task force composed of representatives from the following 

groups: members of the Superintendent Leadership Team, Assistant Superintendents, District 

Leaders, principals, teachers, parents, and students. The task force would research, design, plan, 

and deliver professional development at the district level. Additionally, the task force would 

create a timeline with short-term and long-term goals for both the district and individual schools. 

The task force could also ensure that the district is aligned across and within central office 

departments. Both the district and schools could develop multi-year plans that are aligned. 

Included in these plans should be a focus on the inclusion of parents and caregivers. A well 

developed and written play may sustain the longevity of the initiative unlike the program in this 

study, which lacked a multi-year plan and was not sustained over time in the district. 

Another recommendation relates to the development of professional development in both 

the district and school level. Leaders should develop a common foundation of implicit beliefs. 
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The utilization of a professional development pre- and post- mindset belief survey may help 

districts and schools identify areas of a fixed mindset within the organization. The survey may 

assist in assessing the need for additional professional development. Additionally, it is 

recommended to include every staff member in all professional development trainings. It is 

imperative for districts and schools to provide ongoing professional development to solidify staff 

understanding and deter the slide of some individual beliefs back to a fixed mindset. 

Another related implication for practice is to analyze the effectiveness of professional 

development through the collection of pre- and post- data analyzing the implementation of 

growth mindset language. Assessing the change in language employed by staff members will 

impact the growth mindset environment of the district and school. In addition to a focus on 

language, it is recommended to make growth mindset visible in the district and school 

environment. Environmental processes suggested, include student assemblies with a focus on 

growth mindset, quotes displayed throughout the school, positive messages on shirts worn by 

staff, and on bulletin boards highlighting a change in the language we use and messages we send 

to staff and students. 

 The final recommendation for district leaders and principals developing a growth mindset 

environment is to be intentional and model growth mindset. The findings in the study discovered 

the difference between an effective leader and an effective leader developing a growth mindset 

environment correlates with intentionality. Many effective leaders exhibit growth mindset type 

behaviors and are successful in their leadership roles. However, the true understanding of 

mindset beliefs may not get transferred to the staff or students without intentionality. Growth 

mindset beliefs must be modeled from the top down. For example, staff, students, and parents 

may benefit from a leader who exhibits growth mindset beliefs, such as recognizing failure as an 
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opportunity for learning and changing the message we tell ourselves to, “I can’t do this…YET!” 

Leaders cannot simply provide growth mindset professional development and expect a change to 

occur in the beliefs and language of the staff and students. Rather, the practical leadership 

activities and behaviors must be rooted in every facet of the school environment. 

Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research 

 Although this study accomplished what it was intended to do, there is space for further 

research in identifying practical leadership activities and behaviors of school principals and 

district leaders that develop a growth mindset environment in schools. Since the sample size of 

this study was relatively small, expanding the study to include more principals and district 

leaders will provide more information and possibly additional understanding. Expanding the 

study to other districts and schools implementing a growth mindset environment would also be 

important.  

Furthermore, as this sample in the study was a large urban southeastern district, it would 

be important to include districts of various sizes in the state. In addition, including districts and 

schools from other states would likely provide additional information. This same study could be 

replicated to include districts and schools who do not implement a growth mindset environment 

This study utilized a qualitative methodology to explore how principals and district 

leaders develop and encourage a growth mindset school environment. The type of qualitative 

study was a collective case study, identifying similarities among principals and district leaders. 

To further understand similarities and differences among principals and district leaders, a cross-

case qualitative study would provide the researcher with comparisons among the participants. 

Further research using quantitative methodology to analyze the effectiveness of the 

practical leadership activities and behaviors of school principals and district leaders that develop 
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a growth mindset environment in schools would provide district leaders and principals with data 

to support why they should be engaging in developing a growth mindset environment. 

Additionally, a quantitative study focusing the data collected during the implementation of 

growth mindset could provide district leaders and principals on the effectiveness of their 

professional development. Furthermore, a quantitative study researching whether principals, 

superintendents, and teachers who have adopted a growth mindset actually do anything different 

from their colleagues is also recommended. Finally, an additional recommendation for future 

research is to quantitatively study the improved academic outcomes for students who are 

engaged in learning in a growth mindset environment. Practitioners assume growth mindset 

improves academic outcomes, however, there is limited evidence that creates a causal link 

between growth mindset and improved academic outcomes. 

Summary 

 This research study explored the practical leadership activities and behaviors of school 

principals and district leaders that develop a growth mindset environment in schools, which may 

impact student and staff motivation, learning, and school achievement in a large urban 

southeastern school district. Dweck (2006) has shown “individuals with a fixed mindset believe 

their intelligence is simply an inborn trait—they have a certain amount and that's that. In 

contrast, individuals with a growth mindset believe that they can develop their intelligence over 

time” (Dweck, 2010, p. 16).  

 The collective case in this study was meant to stand alone and not be ascertained on 

effectiveness. The analysis was explicitly meant to describe the parallels and variances among 

the eleven participants in the study, including seven principals and six district leaders, two of 

which served in both roles. This case study was particularly important because the phenomenon 
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of growth mindset environment is relatively new to education and the findings of the study may 

be of interest to principals and district leaders for future practice, planning, and reform. 

 While all seven school principals have closely aligned definitions of growth mindset and 

have implemented many of the same strategies, there are slight variations of growth mindset 

deployment in their schools. Additionally, district leaders were passionate about growth mindset 

environment and shared many of the same findings as principals. Only one of the eleven 

participants could identify a formalized, written multi-year plan. 

  In conclusion, to implement a growth mindset environment in your district or school, 

district leaders and principals must be intentional. A growth mindset environment does not just 

happen. Rather, the concept must be ingrained in all that you do as a leader. Along with 

intentionality, district leaders, principals, and all staff must model growth mindset for other staff, 

students, and families. The more frequently staff, students, and families hear and internalize the 

language of growth mindset the more it will be become embedded in your environment. 
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Appendix A: Semi-Structured Interview Protocol 

District Leader Interview Protocol 

Background: 

1. How long have you been a district leader in the school district? 

2. Did you serve as a school principal before becoming a district leader? 

3. If you served as a principal, how many years did you serve? 

4. How long have you worked in the school district? 

Growth Mindset: 

1. How would you define “growth mindset”? 

2. How do you incorporate the concept of a growth mindset in the district? 

3. How do you support principals in developing a growth mindset environment in their school? 

Probes: 

● What forms of professional development did you provide for your principals to build a 

growth mindset environment at their school? 

● How have you implemented growth mindset language across all settings to build a 

growth mindset environment at the schools in your district? 

● What do you recognize as barriers you have encountered as you build a growth mindset 

environment at the schools in your district? 

● What do you recognize as the most effective action you took to build a growth mindset 

environment at the schools in your district? 

● What do you recognize as the least effective action you took to build growth mindset 

environment at the schools in your district? 

● How can you distinguish between effective leadership and effective leadership for 

building a growth mindset? 

● Is there anything you tried that bombed, meaning it failed? 

SNOWBALL: 

What principal or principals are doing a good job of implementing a growth mindset in their 

schools?  
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Principal Interview Protocol: 

Background: 

1. How long have you been a principal in the district? 

2. How long have you served as the principal of your current school? 

3. Have you served as the principal in other schools in the district? 

4. How long have your worked in the district? 

Growth Mindset: 

1. How would you define “growth mindset”? 

2. How do you incorporate the concept of growth mindset in your school? 

3. How do you create a growth mindset culture in your school? 

Probes: 

● What forms of professional development did you provide for your teachers to build a 

growth mindset environment at your school? 

● How have you implemented growth mindset language across all settings to build a 

growth mindset environment at your school? 

● What do you recognize as the major barriers towards building a growth mindset 

environment at your school? 

● What do you recognize as the most effective action you took to build a growth mindset 

environment at your school? 

● What do you recognize as the least effective action you took to build growth mindset 

environment at your school? 

● How can you distinguish between effective leadership and effective leadership for 

building a growth mindset? 

● Is there anything you tried that bombed, meaning it failed? 
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Appendix B: Informed Consent Form 

North Carolina State University 

Informed Consent for Participation in Research  

Adult Consent Form  

 

Title of Study: What are the Practical Leadership Activities and Behaviors of School 

Principals and District Leaders that Develop a Growth Mindset Environment in Schools? 

Principal Investigator(s): Curtis Brower 

Funding Source: None    

Faculty Point of Contact: Dr. Timothy Drake 

 

 

What are some general things you should know about research studies? 

You are invited to take part in a research study. Your participation in this study is voluntary. You 

have the right to be a part of this study, to choose not to participate, and to stop participating at 

any time without penalty. The purpose of this research study is to gain a better understanding of 

the practical leadership activities and behaviors of school principals and district leaders that 

develop a growth mindset environment in schools. We will do this through semi-structured 

interviews.  

 

You are not guaranteed any personal benefits from being in this study. Research studies also may 

pose risks to those who participate. You may want to participate in this research because the 

information gained may lead to a greater understanding of growth mindset school environments 

resulting in principals becoming more prepared to create a growth mindset environment.  

 

Specific details about the research in which you are invited to participate are contained below. If 

you do not understand something in this form, please ask the researcher for clarification or more 

information. A copy of this consent form will be provided to you. If, at any time, you have 

questions about your participation in this research, do not hesitate to contact the researcher(s) 

named above or the NC State IRB office. The IRB office’s contact information is listed in the 

What if you have questions about your rights as a research participant? section of this form.  

 

What is the purpose of this study? 

The purpose of the study is to gain a better understanding of the practical leadership activities 

and behaviors of school principals and district leaders that develop a growth mindset 

environment in schools. 

 

Am I eligible to be a participant in this study? 

There will be approximately 10 participants in this study. 

 

In order to be a participant in this study, you must agree to be in the study and have extensive 

experience developing a growth mindset environment in the school setting. 

 

You cannot participate in this study if you do not want to be in the study or if you do not have 

experience implementing a growth mindset environment in the school setting. 
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What will happen if you take part in the study? 

If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to do all of the following: 

 

1. Participate in a virtual phone interview. 

2. Member check the data collected from your interview. 

 

 

The total amount of time that you will be participating in this study is 30 - 45 minutes. 

 

Recording and images 

 

As a part of this research, I would like your consent to audio record you. Please initial next to the 

sentence(s) that you agree to: 

 

______I consent to being audio recorded. 

 

 

______I do not consent to being audio recorded. 

 

Risks and benefits 

There are minimal risks associated with participation in this research. 

 

There are no direct benefits to your participation in the research. The indirect benefits of this 

study are that district leaders and school principals will have a better understanding of how to 

build a growth mindset environment in schools. 

 

Right to withdraw your participation 

You can stop participating in this study at any time for any reason. In order to stop your 

participation, please contact Curtis Brower, cmbrowe2@ncsu.edu, 919-270-0355 or Dr. Timothy 

Drake, tadrake@ncsu.edu, 919-513-7975. If you choose to withdraw your consent and to stop 

participating in this research, you can expect that the researcher will redact your data from their 

data set, securely destroy your data, and prevent future uses of your data for research purposes 

wherever possible. This is possible in some, but not all, cases. 

 

Confidentiality, personal privacy, and data management 

Trust is the foundation of the participant/researcher relationship. Much of that principle of trust 

is tied to keeping your information private and in the manner that I have described to you in this 

form. The information that you share with me will be held in confidence to the fullest extent 

allowed by law.  

 

Protecting your privacy as related to this research is of utmost importance to me. There are very 

rare circumstances related to confidentiality where I may have to share information about you. 

Your information collected in this research study could be reviewed by representatives of the 

University, research sponsors, or government agencies (for example, the FDA) for purposes such 

as quality control or safety.  

mailto:cmbrowe2@ncsu.edu
mailto:tadrake@ncsu.edu
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How I manage, protect, and share your data are the principal ways that I protect your personal 

privacy. Data that will be shared with others about you will be de-identified. 

 

De-identified. De-identified data is information that at one time could directly identify 

you, but that I have recorded this data so that your identity is separated from the data. I 

will have a master list with your code and real name that I can use to link to your data. 

When the research concludes, there will be no way your real identity will be linked to the 

data I publish. 

 

Future use of your research data 

Your information even with identifiers removed, will not be stored or distributed for future 

research studies.  

 

Compensation  

There is no compensation for participating.  

 

What if you have questions about this study? 

If you have questions at any time about the study itself or the procedures implemented in this 

study, you may contact the researcher, Curtis Brower, cmbrowe2@ncsu.edu, 919-270-0355 or 

Dr. Timothy Drake, tadrake@ncsu.edu, 919-513-7975. 

 

What if you have questions about your rights as a research participant? 

If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your rights as 

a participant in research have been violated during the course of this project, you may contact the 

NC State IRB (Institutional Review Board) Office. An IRB office helps participants if they have 

any issues regarding research activities. You can contact the NC State IRB Office via email at 

irb-director@ncsu.edu or via phone at (919) 515-8754.  

 

Consent To Participate 

By electronically signing this consent form, I am affirming that I have read and understand the 

above information. All of the questions that I had about this research have been answered. I have 

chosen to participate in this study with the understanding that I may stop participating at any 

time without penalty or loss of benefits to which I am otherwise entitled. I am aware that I may 

revoke my consent at any time. 

 

Yes, I consent to participating in this research study. 

 

Name_____________________________________________ 

 

Today’s Date ______________________________________ 

 

No, I do not consent to participating in this research study. 

 

Thank you for your consideration.  
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